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ABSTRACT.
ABSTRACT * <
■ . i
It is now generally accepted that in the majority of
heterogeneously catalysed reactions,chemisorption of one or more of the j
reacting species occurs.Experimental evidence has led to the conclusion
that during these reactions,molecules are disrupted so that bonds may be j
j
formed between adsorbed molecules and the surface.In this Thesis,further j 
evidence has been obtained to show the occurence of bond fission produced!
i
by the adsorption of hydrocarbons on surfaces. j
An experimental study has been made of the heterogeneous 
catalysis of some isomerisation,dehydrogenation,polymerisation and 
isotopic exchange reactions of four pure hydrocarbons(2-phenyl^butane,
3-methy1-hexane,(+) d limonene and cis decalin),at temperatures below 
300’C.Under these conditions,only charcoal catalysts (and in the case of 
limonene,silica-gel and palladium) produce measurable extents of isom­
erisation or amounts of reaction products.Optically active 2-pheny1-butane 
and 3-methy1-hexane undergo simple racemisation on charcoal£ a small 
amount of material of higher molecular weight (in the case of 3-niethyl- 
hexane,probably the dimer) is also produced.Cis decalin does not undergo 
isomerisation,but small amounts of naphthalene are produced.(+) d limonene 
is converted rapidly on charcoal to p.cymene,while on silicas-gel it is 
converted rapidly to p.cymene and a diterpene (probably dilimonene)jin 
each case,small amounts of polymeric material are also produced, 
dl 2-pheny1-butane and dl 3-methy1-hexane undergo deuterium-hydrogen 
exchange with both deuterium and deuterium oxide.
On the basis of these experimental results,it is possible 
to draw tentitive conclusions concerning the mechanisms of reaction 
on the catalyst surface.
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appreciation of the constant help and encouragement received from 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
Solids owe their rigidity of structure to the chemical 
forces which bind the constituent atoms,ions or molecules together. 
Similar forces still operate in the liquid and gas phases,although 
to a much smaller extent. Modern work based mainly on the use of 
X-rays has shown that the elementary particles of a solid may be 
arranged in lattices of definite patterns(i.e., in crystals) or randomly 
distributed (as in substances which are amorphous). There occur differ­
ent lattice types which can be conveniently distinguished as ionic, 
homopolar,molecular or metallic.In the first case,as the name implies, 
the constituent particles are ions,which are effectively bound to each 
other by the electrical forces of attraction of unlike charges.In a 
homopolar lattice the constituent particles are neutral atoms,each of 
which is linked to a number of neighbours by ordinary chemical valency 
bonds.A well known example of a solid possessing this type of lattice 
is diamond. The molecular lattice is a regular arrangement of molecules 
held to one another by "van der Vaals” forces of attraction.Examples of 
solids which possess molecular lattices are iodine and rhombic sulphur. 
Finally,the metallic lattice may be regarded as made up of metal atoms 
which have lost one or more of their valency electrons!these electrons 
are free to move about within the metal,and are responsible for the 
property of high electrical conductivity possessed by metals.
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Now, as (Jregg (i) has stated,whatever the nature of the force 
holding a solid together,it can he regarded as producing a field of 
force around each ion,atom or molecule.At the surface of the solid these 
fields of force cannot suddenly disappear,but will reach out into the 
space beyond*(in liquids this effect of -unbalanced forces at the surface 
becomes manifest in the phenominon of surface tension*).Because the 
surfaoes of liquids and solids are in a state of strain or unsaturation, 
other molecules which strike the surface are held,to produce a decrease 
in free energy of the systenuAny process which thus leads to the existence 
of a higher concentration of any particular component at the surface of 
a liquid or solid phase than is present in the bulk is termed an adsor- 
tion process.
Extensive studies have shown that gases and vapours can be 
adsorbed onto the surfaces of solids by at least two different processes, 
depending on whether the association be physical or chemical in character. 
All gases suffer the first type of adsorption,which is characterised by 
relatively small heats of adsorption,being usually of the order 5 k.cals. 
/mole or less.Heats of adsorption of this order are comparable with the 
values obtained for heats of vaporization.The equilibrium between solid 
and gas is reversible,and is rapidly attained when temperature and 
pressure are changed.If the rate of adsorption of a gas can be regarded 
as a process requiring an energy of activation,then the rapid establish­
ment of equilibrium at low temperatures‘means that the activation energy 
is small,probably of the order 1 k.cal./mole or less.It is generally 
accepted that the forces which hold the adsorbed molecules to the surface 
under these conditions are of the weak,non specific van der Vaals type.
The second type of adsorption,termed chemisorption,usually occurs at j
higher temperatures,when the heats of adsorption involved are usually of 
the order 20 to 100 k.cals./mole.Chemisorbed molecules are held by very 
strong forces,so that the process of adsorption is often irreversible.
The energies of activation for the processes of cheraisorption are usually 
in the range 5 to 20 k.cals./mole, or more .This evidence, together with the 
fact that chemisorption is very specific in nature,indicates that an inter­
action analogous to a chemical reaction occurs,in which adsorbed molecules j 
are held to the surface by valency bonds.During the process of chemi­
sorption therefore,the adsorbate undergoes a chemical change,when bond
j |
fission normally occurs so that saturated compounds are usually dissociated 
into independent fragments such as atoms and radicals • !|
There is considerable evidence (2) to suggest that the three 
main types of chemical bond may be formed during the process of chemi­
sorption.The formation of ionic bonds is rather rare,but usually occurs j
. when one metal is adsorbed by another,as for example when either caesium 
or thorium are adsorbed on tungsten (3) .Most simple gases and organic j
vapours are chemisorbed by the formation of covalent bonds,which can only I
occur if the surface possesses orbitals with unpaired electrons.
Co-ordinate links may sometimes be formed in the chemisorption of 
molecules containing atoms of Groups V and VI of the Periodic Table, 
donation of electrons taking place from the adsorbate to the adsorbent.
Evidence for the existence of such bonds has been provided by the work j
|
of Maxted and co-workers (4) 9who have studied the poisoning of transition j
metal catalysts with arsine,phosphine,ammonia, and sulphur derivatives, j
f1
containing lone pairs of electronsc I
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In processes of chemisorption which involve covalent bond 
formation,it can be readily understood that unless the adsorbed molecule 
is able to donate an electron from a lower energy level,then bond fission 
must occur.In most cases bond fission is likely to be homolytic in nature, 
producing two independent fragments having a high affinity for covalent 
bond formation.However,bond fission which occurs during chemisorption 
can only be demonstrated directly in a few simple cases,as for example 
in the production of atomic hydrogen during the desorption of chemi­
sorbed hydrogen from tungsten (5).During recent years,great advances 
have been made in demonstrating these effects by the use of both radio­
active and non-radio-active isotopes.Many reactions which have involved 
the adsorption of organic molecules,where the loss or addition of 
hydrogen atoms has been the major step,have been elucidated by employing 
deuterium as a tracer element.
A further means of demonstrating directly the occurance of 
bond fission during the chemisorption of organic compounds was visual- |j
ised by Farkas in 1939 (6).The theory was based upon the use of optically
1
active compounds,which should racemize whenever there occured fission I
;!I!
of a bond,which was directly attached to the active centre.Now,the j
development of the theories of the mechanisms of organic chemical reactions j
have in the past been greatly facilitated by the simultaneous study of 
the kinetics and stereochemistry of the reactions of optically active 
compounds.Thus in addition to the demonstration of bond fission during
I
adsorption,detailed kinetic studies might be made to elucidate the !
reaction mechanisms of heterogeneously catalysed reactions.
At the time when Farkas put forward his theory,there was no supporting 
experimental evidence.lt was not in fact until 1952 that evidence was 
was obtained of the occurrence of racemisation of stable organic comp­
ounds, as a result of adsorption onto a surface under reasonably mild 
conditions.The first piece of work was that described by Burwell and 
Briggs (7),who studied the reaction of n-heptane,(+) 3-methy1-hexane,
3s3-dimethy 1-hexane and 2s2?3-trimethyl-butane with deuterium on a nickel 
catalyst in the temperature range 90 to 130#C.The racemisation of the 
(+) 3-methy1-hexane in the presence of hydrogen and deuterium was 
investigated simultaneously.A little later in the same year,Davies and 
Elton (8) published part 1 of a study of surface isomerisation,in which 
was described the racemisation of 2-pheny1-butane produced as a result 
of the adsorption of the hydrocarbon on charcoal in the temperature 
range 100 to 200*C.The experimental observations contained in this 
Thesis form an extended study of the concept of surface isomerisation.
Studies of surface-induced isomerisations were restricted 
to the use of hydrocarbons.These were chosen for their stability and 
for the fact that it was unlikely that they would undergo interfering 
reactions amongst themselves,such as dehydration or dehydrogenation, 
which often occur in other classes of compound.Such interfering effects 
were observed experimentally during preliminary studies made on optic­
ally active lactic,acid.Here,the fully active acid has a rotation of 
approximately 2 degrees,while both the anhydride and lactide,which are 
readily produced on heating,possess rotations of the order 300 degrees.
The formation of the latter compounds thus rendered lactic acid unsuit­
able for study.
Only resolvable hydrocarbons could be used,of course,a fact 
which drastically limited the available choice.Finally,the hydrocarbons 
chosen were of types likely to undergo bond fission at the asymmetric 
centre.Now,Kossiakov and Bice (9) have shown that the energy of activation 
for the fission of a carbon-hydrogen bond is least at a tertiary hydrogen 
atom.Further to this,it is generally concluded (2) that the reactions 
of paraffins on solid surfaces involves the fission of carbon to hydrogen 
bonds.The choice of hydrocarbons for study was therefore directed to 
compounds of the type CR^RgR^H.
In addition to optically active compounds,studies were also 
made of the reactions of geometric isomers on surfaces.Here,should bond 
fission occur at an appropriate carbon centre,then cis-trans isomer­
isation would be expected to occur.Two such compounds which could be 
studied were cis-decahydronaphthalene and cis-stilbene.The latter comp­
ound,which was prepared by U.V. irradiation of the trans isomer (10), 
was found to be unsuitable for study,as isomerisation occured slowly on 
heating above 80*C and also during distillation under reasonably high 
vacuum conditions.On the other hand,cis-decalin appeared to be ideal,as 
this compound was extemely stable,and also possessed two tertiary 
hydrogen atoms located at centres appropriate for isomerisation to occur.
Only adsorbents of high surface area could be used,to enable 
a sufficient quantity of the hydrocarbons to be adsorbed,convenient for 
for use in measurements of optical rotation.
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Such high area adsorbents used were charcoal,silica gel,alumina,and 
metals deposited on high area, supports.In some cases quite different 
catalytic effects were observed by adsorbing a hydrocarbon on a number 
of these surfaces,under similar experimental conditions.Tentative 
explanations are put forward at the appropriate places in terms of the 
electronic structures of each particular adsorbent.
For obvious reasons it was necessary to carry out experiments 
in the vapour phase under conditions where the hydrocarbons could be 
adsorbed to the extent of one monolayer,which is the usual surface 
coverage met with in this type of v/ork.The apparatus used was essentially 
an adsorption chamber which could be evacuated to a reasonably low 
pressure.This chamber which was provided with a thermostatically-cont­
rolled heating jacket,was fitted with a side arm,which allowed access 
of the vapour of the thoroughly outgassed hydrocarbon to the adsorbent* 
Prior to adsorption,the catalyst was always heated under vacuum for 
prolonged periods in order to obtain a reasonably clean surface. 
Experiments were usually conducted with 35 to 70 gms, of a high area 
adsorbent.In all cases,adsorbents were maintained in the temperature 
range 90 to 190°C.Under these conditions,isomerisation usually occured 
at a rate convenient for study.
The quantities of hydrocarbon necessary to produce sa strongly 
held layer were determined experimentally. Davies and Elton (8) found 
that on using 0.05 gm. of hydrocarbon per 1'gnu of charcoal,an adsorbed 
layer was obtained of which a small proportion could be easily removed 
unchanged.
This material was believed to be a capillary condensate.They reduced 
the extent of surface coverage,in most of their experiments,by adsor­
bing 0.025 gm. of hydrocarbon per 1 gm. of charcoal.This produced a 
strongly-held layer which could be partly desorbed by heating at 200*0 
at 10~"^  mms.Hg.The material so recovered was found to have undergone 
a partial isomerisation.However,the amount of material, recovered was 
fairly small and also the rate of desorption was slow,even at 200*0.
This made rate measurements difficult to study,especially at temperatures 
below 200*0,and a quicker and more efficient process of desorption was 
therefore sought.The method adopted was to extract the adsorbent which 
carried the hydrocarbon with a hot solvent,such as benzene.By this 
method,most of the hydrocarbon could be recovered.This method of 
desorption was adopted throughout the present work,although slightly 
higher extents of surface coverage were used.The amount of hydrocarbon 
used per gm. of the various adsorbents was usually 0.028 gm.
The surface area, of a batch of charcoal used in the present 
experiments was determined by the nitrogen adsorption method (ll),and 
an approximate estimate of the extent to which the surface could be 
covered with the hydrocarbon was obtained.(See Appendix).The value so 
obtained was of the order of 0.07 of a mono layer.This value may be 
taken as representing the fraction of the total surface area which was 
active in strong van der Vaals or chemical adsorption.The numerical 
value would at first sight appear to be surprisingly low.However,
Trapnell (2) has stated that even on outgassing charcoal at 1000*0 for 
24 hours,only a partially clean surface can be obtained.
10.
Hence?charcoal would he expected to have a lower activity in chemisor- A
tion than would he the case for a truly clean surface.Thus,in a M
qualitative manner,we concluded that only about 7^ o f the total surface jj
area was clean and thus available for chemisorption in our experiments* ;j
1 i i 1
. . . . . . .    . . • 1 !
The amounts of hydrocarbon handled at the various stages
of the experiments were always of the order 1 to 2 gms.or less,requiring 
the use of semi-micro techniques *These techniques included distillation, 
fractional distillation,the preparation of derivatives,molecular weight 
determinations,and the measurement of optical rotation of small 
quantities of material of volumes down to 0.15 ml.Considerable use was 
made of U.V. and I.E. spectral techniques for the purpose of identific- j
ation of various materials*
Whenever a given set of experimental conditions was found 
to lead to either isomerisation or reaction,steps were then taken to 
elucidate the nature of the intoraoiion between the adsorbed hydrocarbon ;
and the solid surface*
By taking rate measurements at different temperatures the 
activation energy for each particular process was calculated,subject 
to certain assumptions.The values so obtained in the various systems 
studied were surprisingly similar*This suggested that in each case a 
similar type of bond fission occured. However,it was not possible to 
decide definitely which particular activated process determined the 
the magnitude of the activation energy.
By observing the effects of variation in the time of 
residence of the hydrocarbons on the surface,it was possible to decide 
at which stage isomerisation or reaction occured. That is to say, 
whether isomerisation or reaction occured on adsorption,during the 
period of adsorption,or on desorption.Further,it could be decided
whether or not the particular processes were autocatalytic,or poisoned 
by reaction products.From these observations it was possible in some 
cases to propose a simple reaction mechanism.
The final phase of the work described in this Thesis 
involved experiments on deuterium-hydrogen exchange.The hydrocarbons 
studied in this work were dl 3-methy1-hexane and dl 2-phenyl-butane, 
which both underwent exchange with either deuterium or deuterium oxide 
on charcoal.
0000O0000
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13.
(a) GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP APPARATUS.
For the reasons outlined in the General Introduction,it was 
decided to carry out experiments using a. vacuum system.The apparatus 
which was so designed served two purposes in that it provided a 
convenient method for the adsorption of small quantities of the hydro­
carbons onto the bulky adsorbents,whose surfaces could be rendered 
reasonably free of volatile surface contaminents.The construction and 
ultimate difficulty of use of a very high vacuum system did not appear 
to be justified,as the work of Davies and Elton showed that the 
isomerisation of 2-pheny 1-butane occured quite smoothly when using a 
continuous flow process,which involved the use of a nitrogen carrier 
gas at atmospheric pressure.
The apparatus was constructed of wide bore pyrex glass 
tubing,and incorporated Quickfit joints and vacuum taps.The assembly is 
shown in fig. I .The adsorption chamber ”A,r was a modified Towers molecular 
still,from which the sloping condenser had been removed,and replaced by 
a ground glass stopper.The chamber was capable of holding up to 100 gms. 
of coarse granular charcoal,and was equiped with a thermostatically 
controlled heating jacket which could raise the temperature to 200*0.
The apparatus could be evacuated to a pressure of lCT^mms.of Hg by means 
of a mercury diffusion pump backed by an Edwards Speedivac oil rotary 
pump of pumping speed 75 l./min. A trap was incorporated in the system, 
which was cooled in liquid oxygen or acetone cooled with solid carbon 
dioxide.This prevented volatile materials from the adsorption chamber 
from contaminating the pumps.
T76
The apparatus also possessed a drying chamber ”B” which contained 
phosphorus pentoxide to oollect moisture,mainly when the apparatus was 
not in use.The adsorption chamber was fitted with a side arm attachment 
”C” on to which a small vessel "D” containing the hydrocarbon could be 
attached.The pressure in the apparatus was occaisonally checked during 
a run by means of an Edwards vacuostat.
(b) GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE.
Before commencing a run,the adsorption chamber and its
attachments were degreased with benzene and concentrated sulphuric acid,
washed with distilled water and dried at 120*C. A weighed quantity of
the adsorbent was then poured into the chamber by means of a paper
funnel.After brushing the ground glass joints free of dust,Apiezon "N”
grease was applied about the middle,in the form of a thin band.In this
manner a perfect "streak” free joint was obtained after melting the
grease with a small flame.The adsorption chamber,the side arm attachment
and the vessel ”D” containing 1 gm.of hydrocarbon were next assembled
and connected to the remainder of the apparatus. A Dewar flask
containing liquid oxygen or acetone cooled by solid carbon dioxide was
placed around the trap which had been cleaned,dried and replaced
immediatdy after the previous run .The apparatus was then exhausted to
-2a pressure of about 10 mms.Hg by means of a rotary pump § the tap 
in the side arm being closed,and the heating jacket switched on to 
attain its maximum temperature of 200*C.The vessel "D” was cooled,and 
by opening the tap in the side arm for about 5 minutes the hydrocarbon 
was given a, preliminary outgassing.
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Cooling water was circulated around'the diffusion pump,whose heater was 
then switched on,such that an ultimate pressure of lCT^mms.of Hg was 
attained.The adsorbent was subjected to these conditions of temperature 
sind pressure for about 10 hours,after which the control setting1 of the 
heater was adjusted to the reaction temperature.Once this was steady, 
the tap in the side arm was opened to outgas the hydrocarbon for a 
further 10 minutes.The adsorption chamber was then isolated and the 
cooling bath removed from ”D,! and replaced by warm water.At this stage 
pumping was discontinued.At the pressure in the chamber,the hydrocarbon 
rapidly volatilised and was quickly adsorbed.At that point the time was 
noted.After the required period of residence,air was allowed to fill 
the chamber which was then dismantled,and the joints were wiped free of 
grease with a rag moistened with benzene.The adsorbent was then poured 
through the side arm into ai 500 mis. flask.The flask was fitted with a. 
condenser down which a solvent was poured.The time of operation,for 
transfering the adsorbent from ,fAtf to the addition of solvent,took about 
1 minute to perform.The time period between the commencement of adsorp­
tion to the point of addition of the solvent was taken as the time of 
residence.
The adsorbent was heated under reflux for 15 minutes,then 
allowed to cool,when the solvent was poured off and filtered.More solvent 
was added and the process was repeated a further three times.In'all 
cases the total time under reflux was 1 hour.The resulting solution of 
the hydrocarbon amounted to some 350 mis.,which was then fractionally 
distilled down to about 1 ml.
The process of fractionation was fairly easily achieved,as there was 
usually a difference of about 100*C between the boiling points of the 
solvent and hydrocarbon. The nondistilled residue was transferred by 
means of a dropper to the semimicro distillation apparatus shown in fig. 
2.A small piece of porous pot was added,and the temperature of the 
water bath raised to about 40#C.The pressure was slowly lowered with 
a water pump,when under these conditions the solvent vaporized off 
smoothly.After the solvent had been completely removed,the temperature 
of the water bath was raised to about 90°C,when the hydrocarbon 
distilled and collected in the side arm,which was cooled with a piece 
of ice.
The boiling point and refractive index of the recovered 
hydrocarbon were taken as criteria of purity.With optically active 
hydrocarbons,measurements of optical rotation were also made.In cases 
where reaction rather than optical isomerisation occured,the constit­
ution of the recovered hydrocarbon had to be determined.This was achieved 
by considering the physical constants and molecular weight together 
with simple qualitative tests.This was followed by the preparation of 
a derivative of characteristic melting point.Where possible,confirmation 
was achieved by comparing the U.V. and I.E. absorption spectrums with 
those of pure compounds.
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(c) APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED IN STUDIES OF,
PEUTBRIUM-HYPROGEN EXCHANGE.
The apparatus shown in fig.I was slightly modified in
having a branched side arm attachment.Each arm was fitted with a vessel
which was similar to that of type "D" shown in fig.I.In these were
placed separately the hydrocarbon and deuterium oxide.After outgassing,
the deuterium oxide was allowed to be adsorbed,followed after some
10 minutes by the hydrocarbon.The total amount of material adsorbed on
✓
to the catalyst (35 gnis.) was as usual 1 gm.,which was composed of 0.75 
gm. of the hydrocarbon and 0.25 gm. of deuterium oxide.The material 
which was recovered by solvent extraction was carefully dried over 
anhydrous KgCO^ and distilled.
With experiments which involved the use of deuterium,the 
vessel "D” possessed a short length of glass tubing joined to its inner 
surface.This conveniently held a piece of clean sodium metal which was 
dropped onto the frozen deuterium oxide by twisting the container. 
During the reaction with sodium,the container was allowed to remain in 
the cooling bath so that only deuterium was adsorbed.When the reaction 
was complete,the container was isolated from the chamber by means of 
the tap in the side arm.After allowing 10 minutes for the deuterium to 
be adsorbed,the.cooling bath was removed from the other container and 
the hydrocarbon allowed to volatilise.The material which was recovered 
by solvent extraction was carefully dried over anhydrous K^CO^ and 
distilled.
The extent of deuterium-hydrogen exchange was determined 
mass spectrometrically at University College. The experimental procedure 
followed was initially to combust the hydrocarbon in a modified carbon- 
hydrogen combustion train.The water so produced was caught in a trap, 
cooled with solid carbon dioxide.This material was; then decomposed by 
heating with zinc dust ai 300*C.The resulting mixture of hydrogen and 
deuterium which was produced was then fed directly into a mass spect­
rometer.Thanks are duo to Mr.P.Good for combustions and to Dr.Bunten j
for mass speetrometric determinations.
(d) APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED IN CONTINUOUS
FLOW SYSTEMS.
In these experiments the hydrocarbons were made to flow |
through an electrically heated column which was packed with the adsorbent 
The apparatus is shown in fig.3*The column "A” was of dimensions 3 by |
50 cms.,and could be heated to temperatures up to 200*0 by means of a
-
Nichrome wire coil.In nB" was contained 1.5 gms. of the hydrocarbon |i'
which was cooled and outgassed in the usual manner.After the adsorbent
!
had been heated under vacuum for some time,the cooling bath was removed !
from nB,T,when the hydrocarbon slowly volatilised.The material which 
passed out of the column at the rate of about 1.5 gms.per hour was ;
caught in a trap and was subsequently examined in the usual manner.
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(e) APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED IN SYSTEMS 
INVOLVING ADSORPTION- ON A MERCURY SURFACE.
Adsorption onto a mercury surface was brought about by 
dispersing the finely divided metal in an equal volume of the hydrocar­
bon.This was achieved by means of an Ultrai Turrax emulsifier,shown in 
fig.4*During the process of mechanical disintegration,much heat was 
produced,which after a time tended to boil off the hydrocarbons. It was 
therefore necessary to use an external water cooling bath.
Experiments were carried out at about 90*C,with continual 
dispersion.About 4Offo of the metal was usually dispersed in the form 
of fine droplets of diameter 1 to 4 microns.Prom time to time,specimens 
of the hydrocarbon were withdrawn,filtered and distilled and subsequently 
examined.
ooooOoooo
FIG.4.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OP MATERIALS.
(a) MEASUREMENT OF REFRACTIVE INDEX.
Is. order that the refractive indices of small quantities 
of material could he easily determined,a Hilger Ahhe type refractometer 
was used, in preference to the Pulfrich type* The instrument was 
thermostated at 20*0 or 25*0,and readings were made in sodium D light 
with an accuracy of _+ 0 *0001*
(b) MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL ROTATION*
Optical rotations were measured with an accuracy of + 0.01° 
using a. Franz Schmidt and Haench polarimeter.Measurements were made 
at 20*0 in sodium D light.The pure liquids could be contained in 
-J- decimetre semi-micro polarimeter tubes of capacity 0.65 or 0.15 mis.
(c) MEASUREMENT OF ULTRA VIOLET ABSORPTION SPEOTRA.
A Unicam S.P. 500 U.V. spectrophotometer was used,which
was at first calibrated with solutions of KNOL and KoCr0, made up in
3  ^ 4
conductivity water.With this instrument,measurements could be made 
down to 2000 A° using matched quartz cells,which had also been 
calibrated.Before use,the cells were washed out with spectroscopically 
pure cyclohexane and blown out with air.They were then allowed to 
remain in chromic acid for some time after which they were washed with 
conductivity water,and dried at 40*C.The cells were wiped free of 
finger marks before they were placed in the instrument.
Solutions of the hydrocarbons were made up in spectroscop­
ically pure cyclohexane.No allowance for absorption by the cell and 
solvent had to be made,as at each wavelength-this--was-balanced out 
before a measurement was made .Measurements were made at 5 £ intervals, 
except in regions where fine structure occured,where measurements were 
made at 1 £ intervals.Either the $ transmission or the optical density 
of the hydrocarbon solutions could be read off directly from the 
instrument.The measurement of the latter quantity was preferred,as that 
varied proportionally with the path length,so that cells of different 
thicknesses could be used conveniently with the same solution.This was 
often necessary when large differences in absorption occured throughout 
the spectral range.Prom the measured values of absorption,molar extinct­
ion coefficients were calculated.Finally,the logs of these quantities 
were plotted against wave-length.
The definitions of the spectral terms,and an example of the 
type of calculation used in this work is shown in the Appendix*
(d) MEASUREMENT OF INFRA RED ABSORPTION SPECTRA..
A Hilger self-recording I.E. spectrophotometer was used,which 
was first calibrated with a thin sheet of polystyrene of standard 
absorption spectrum.Measurements were made on pure liquids in the wave- 
length range 2 to 15 microns,in calibrated and matched rock salt cells. 
The cells were of thickness ranging from 0.025 to o.l mms.,and were 
filled by means of a hypodermic syringe,using a number 20 needle.
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The traces obtained were of percentage transmission against 
wavelength.When necessary,the percentage transmission at various wave­
lengths were converted into the corresponding optical density values, 
by superimposing the traces on a sheet of similar trace paper,marked 
as optical density against wavelength.
After use,the cell containing the hydrocarbon was washed with 
ten changes of dry,ultra-pure carbon tetrachloride.The solvent was 
removed from the cell by suddenly applying suction at the filler hole, 
by means of a piece of rubber tubing connected to a water pump .To ensure 
that the cells were clean,the absorption spectrum of each was checked 
before they were stored in a desiccator.
(e) MEASUREMENT OF MISSION SPECTRA.
To identify impurities present in the adsorbents charcoal, 
silica-gel and alumina, their emission spectra were studied by means of 
a Hilger medium quartz spectrograph.Emission was brought about by 
striking a 150 volts d.c. arc across spectrographically pure graphite 
electrodes.The wavelength scale was checked against the standard emission 
lines of pure copper.Spectrum lines were identified with the aid of 
a spectrum projector. •
An element was classed as being present on identifying at 
least three of its prominent spectrum lines,the wavelengths of which 
have tabulated by Brode (12). -
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(f) MEASUREMENT OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT.
Molecular weights were determined, by the method of depression 
of the freezing point.Basts micro method was adopted,as only small 
quantities of material were available .The experimental, procedure was that 
described by Findlay (13).The accuracy of the experimental technique 
was checked several times by the determination of the molecular weight 
of pure naphthalene,and was found to be about £  5$.
About 0.01 gm. of the material of unknown molecular weight 
was weighed accurately into a. small,clean,stoppered specimen tube of 
known mass.This was followed by the addition of about 0*1 gm. of pure 
camphor of known melting point.In the case of liquids,the tube was allowed 
to stand for several minutes,so that the material could permeate into 
the camphor,which aided uniform mixing at the next stage.The temperature 
of an oil bath was then raised to about 140*C.At this point the heating 
was arranged so that the temperature of the bath rose very slowly.The 
end of the tube was placed in the bath for short periods of time,until 
a temperature was. reached at which the mixture became just molten .The 
tube was then rapidly rotated to obtain uniform mixing.By this method of 
melting,the undesirable sublimation of the camphor was avoided.The 
melting point of the mixture at about a dozen different points in the 
melt were then taken.For this purpose,a Gallenkamp electrically heated 
melting point apparatus was used.The temperature was raised at the rate 
of 2#C per minute.The point at which the last trace of the mixture was 
about to melt,was recorded as the melting point,as at that point the liq­
uid solution was at equilibrium with a small amount of the solid solvent.
25.
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(a) PURIFICATION OF CHARCOAL.
Since charcoal is produced by roasting complex organic 
mattersto Y/hich certain activing agents are added,it was thought necess- 
ary to clean them thoroughly before use*
Coarse granular charcoals were first shaken with eight 
charges of cone* HOI.This removed.a considerable quantity of iron 
impurity from charcoals supplied by B.D.H.,but not from the more pure 
material supplied by Powell-Duffryn and Co.The charcoals were washed 
free of acid , by shaking an:L then decanting with 20 to 30 changes of hot 
distilled water.To remove alkali-soluble impurities,they were then 
shaken twice with 6n. caustic soda,then washed as before,and dried at 
120*0 for 24 hours a
Organic impurities were removed by refluxing three times 
with 9&fo ethyl alcohol,drying at 120*0 for 24 hours,and then refluxing 
three times with Analar benzene.This process was found to remove a small 
quantity of a brown gum from the charcoal.After drying at 120 C for 
48 hours,the charcoals were heated at 2008C and 10~^mms.Hg pressure for 
10 hours.This removed a considerable quantity of behzene and also a 
little water.Finally,the charcoals were sealed in large ampoules,to 
prevent surface contamination occuring.The pure,dry charcoal which was 
obtained was quite hygroscopicfabout 40 gms. of it would take up quickly 
about 1 gm. of atmospheric moisture.
For the sake of completeness,the emmision spectra of the
i
charcoals were determined.This gave with certainty,only the impurities 
present in the hulk,and gave unfortunately no indication of the extent 
to which they occured in the surface.The spectra of the charcoal obtained 
from B.D.H. showed iron as an impurity,and that from Powell-Duffryn,a 
trace of silicon and a minute trace of iron.The spectra, obtained are 
shown in fig.5»and the interpreted results in tables 1 and 2 respect- 
ivly.
The surface areas of the charcoals were determined by the 
nitrogen adsorption method (11),and were found to be of the order 
1000 cq.m./gm.
TABLE I.
EMISSION SPECTRUM OF POWELL-LNFFRYN CHARCOAL.
WAVELENGTH IN & ELEMENT
2478 CARBON
2519 SILICON
2795 IRON
• 2852 IRON
2881 SILICON
TABLE II,
EMISSION SPECTRUM OP B.D.H* CHARCOAL.
WAVELENGTH IN i ELEMENT
2372 IRON
2463 IRON
2575 IRON
2651 IRON
2661 IRON
2753 IRON
2815 IRON
2848 IRON
2937 IRON
3068 IRON
3083 IRON
, 3095 IRON
3100 IRON
3276 IRON
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0>) PURIFICATION OP SILICA GEL.
60 to 100 mesh B.D.H. chromatographic silica gel was 
finely crushed in a pestle and mortar and dried at 120 *C for 24h. 
and then used immediately without further purification.
The spectrum obtained indicated the presence of iron 
as an impurity. The results are shown photographically in fig. 6. 
and interpreted in table 3»
(c) PREPARATION AND PURIFICATION OF ALUMINIUM OXIDE.
Aluminium oxide was prepared by the method described 
by Greensfelder, Voge and Good (14)*99*8$ pure aluminium foil 
was dissolved* in the minimum quantity of conc. Analar HC1 under 
reflux. The hydroxide was then precipitated with the minimum 
quantity of ammonium hydroxide, and washed free of chloride ions 
with distilled water. The precipitate was dried at 120 *C for 
24h. After finely crushing the material in a pestle and mortar, 
it was lightly calcined at 565 *U for 6h., and used immediately. 
B.D.H. chromatographic alumina was also used without further 
purification, for purposes of comparison.
Their emrnision spectra are shown in f i g . a n d  are 
interpreted in table 4* which shows only iron as an impurity.
TABLE III.
EMISSION SPECTRUM OP B.D.H. SILICA GEL.
WAVELENGTH IN & ELEMENT
2303 SILICON
2435 SILICON
2452 SILICON
2516 SILICON
2519 SILICON
2528 SILICON
2631 SILICON
2795 IRON
2852 IRON
2881 SILICON
2987 IRON
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TABLE IV.
MISSION SPECTRUM OF ALUMINIUM OXIDE.
WAVELENGTH IN £ ELEMENT
2210 IBON
2263 ALUMINIUM
2267 IBON
2367 ALUMINIUM
2373 ALUMINIUM
2378 ALUMINIUM
2570 IBON
2511 IBON
2652 ALUMINIUM
2660 ALUMINIUM
2947 IBON
3082 ALUMINIUM
3095 IBON
3305 IBON
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(d) PREPARATION OF SUPPORTED NICKEL CATALYSTS.
Supports of either finely ground silica gel or pumice 
were used. The latter was purified before use by the method des - 
cribed by Brunaeur (15) • The material was heated with dil. HNO^ 
under reflux for 2h. and, after filtration, was shaken with 20 
changes of distilled water, then dried at 120 *C* for 24 h* and 
used immediately.
The finely ground support was soaked in a diluted sol­
ution of Analar NiN0lo filtered, and dried at 120 #C for 24 h.
j ?
The nitrate was then decomposed to the oxide, by heating in an open 
dish for about lh. Reduction to the metal was achieved by passing a 
stream of hydrogen through a tube packed with the supported oxide, 
heated in a tube furnace at 450 *C for 5&* The catalyst was then 
used immediately.
(e) PURIFICATION OF MERCURY♦
Mercury was filtered and then redistilled before use.
(f) PLATINISED AND PALLADISED ASBESTOS.
B.D.H. 5fo platinised and palladised asbestos were used 
without further purification.
ooooOoooo
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(a) PREPARATION AND PURIFICATION OF OPTICALLY ACTIVE 3-METHYL-HEXANE.
(i) METHOD OF SYNTHESIS.
Optically active 3-methy1-hexane can he most readily
prepared from cl (-) 2-methyl-1-butanol,which can he obtained hy the
careful fractionation of fusel oil.The alcohol is then smoothly
hrominated with HBr^ to d (+) 2-methyl-l-bromobutane.The experimental 
procedure followed was that described hy Brauns (l6),when the bromide 
was recovered in good yields-
CSL CH.
•. j • j
3 CH^.CHg.O^CHgOH + PBr^  .----^ 3 CHy CHg.C^CH^r + H^PO^
H H
In purifying the bromide,great care must be taken to avoid 
isomerisation to the tertiary compound,as described by Heller (l7),or 
the simultaneous racemisation and rearrangement to 2-methyl-2-bromo- 
butane described by Brokaw and Brode (18).These changes are mainly 
brought about by heating or attempted distillation.The difficulties 
may be overcome by using the work-up method described by Brauns (16) • 
The purified bromide is next converted to the corresponding Grignard 
compound,which is then reacted with two mols.of di— ethyl— sulphate,as 
described by Gilman (l9).The experimental procedure followed was that 
described by Heller (17) who obtained the hydrocarbon in 50$ yields-
(ii) EXPBRIMENTAL PREPARATION. . . .
Optically active cL (-) 2-methy 1-1-butanol was kindly supplied 
by Dr.J.KenyoniF.R.S.The material possessed the following physical 
constantss-
B.Pt. =' 128*C n^°= 1.4082 ©<J dec,= -3.06°
80 gms* of PBr^ were slowly dropped into 40 gms. of the dry 
alcohol,contained in a flask,cooled in ice and fitted with a condenser. 
The condenser was fitted with a calcium chloride tube*and the mixture 
was allowed to stand overnight.The flask was then heated on a steam bath 
for ten minutes,after which it was cooled in ice and salt.The reaction 
product was poured onto ice,and separated from the aqueous layer in a 
tap funnel.The bromide was washed twice with ice water,filtered and then 
shaken with two 8 mis. portions of conc. H^SO^ which had been cooled 
in ice and salt.This process removed unreaeted alcohol and also any 
iso-amy1-bromide.The organic layer was next washed with ice cold 10$ 
Na^CO^ solution,and finally with ice cold distilled water,until a neutral 
preparation was obtained.The bromide was finally dried over anhydrous
K0CO.,after which it possessed the physical constantsg-
20 -j * a »r\ dec • . . (. onD = 1.4442 °<k = +1.35
The yield of bromide was usually 60$ of theoretical.The 
bromide content was twice estimated by the Carius method and was found 
99.99$ of the theoretical value.
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30 gms• of the dry bromide were dissolved in six volumes ' 
of sodium-dried ether,and were added slowly to 5 gms. of pure,dry 
magnesium turnings , contained in a. 1-J- 1 . three necked flask,fitted with 
a condenser and a mercury-sealed stirrer.The magnesium had been degreased 
with benzene before use,and before the bromide was added,a crystal of 
iodine was added to act as a. catalyst.After reaction was completed,
53 gms. of redistilled di-ethylsulphate in an equal volume of dry ether 
was added as rapidly as possible,with vigorous stirring.As the reaction 
mixture became very thick,a stirrer of the Hirschberg type had to be
I
used.An atmosphere of dry nitrogen was maintained throughout the reaction.
After 24 hours stirring,ice cold dilute HC1 was added to 
the reaction mixture .The ether layer was washed with water, dried over 
anhydrous CaCl^ for 24 hours,and then fractionally distilled.The 
3-methylhexane which was collected was washed with caustic soda,then 
with water,and dried over anhydrous K^CO^for several hours.The hydro­
carbon was then distilled and stored in a sealed tube over a little 
silica gel.
The yield of the pure hydrocarbon was usually about 20fo 
of the theoretical amount.The pure hydrocarbon possessed the following 
physical constants8-
■ i
B.Pt.=92’C n^°=1.3889 e*5 de0"= +2.2°
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(b) HJBIFICATION OF (+ ) d LIMONENE.
(+) d limoneno was supplied by B.D.H. and also by Lights 
and Co.The hydrocarbon was purified by the method described by Le Fovre 
(19).The material was steam distilled,separated from the aqueous layer, 
and dried over anhydrous Na^SO^.The dry hydrocarbon was then fractionated 
in a column of about 20 theoretical plates,in a stream of dry nitrogen* 
The fractionation was carried out at 15 mms. Hg pressure,with a reflux 
ratio of one in twenty.The material which possessed the correct boiling 
point was then partially frozen in liquid oxygon and decanted.This 
process was. repeated several times,when the decanted material was 
discarded.The purified hydrocarbon was stored in ampoules under dry 
nitrogen,and possessed the physical constants s-
B.Pt. = 178'C n^°= 1.4759. d00’ = + 2.98°
(0) PURIFICATION OF DECAHYDR0HAPHTHA1ENE.
■ Decahydronaphthalene (micro analytical reagent ) was supplied 
by B.D.H.This material was redistilled,and then shaken with conc. ELSO,* 2 4
until no further colouration of the acid layer occured.The organic layer 
was washed with'dilute solution,and then with water,and finally
dried over anhydrous KgCO^.The dry hydrocarbon was then percolated down 
columns of dry silica gel (3 by 40 cms.),to remove unsaturated 
impurities.Finally,the material was fractionated in dry nitrogen at 
15 mms. Hg pressure.
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The hydrocarbon was found to be pure, when examined spect­
roscopically in the U.V. and I.E. regions. The results are shown in 
figs.7 and 8.
The physical constants of the various samples used are 
listed in section 6 .
(d) PURIFICAT ION OF dl SEC.BUTYL BENZENE.
dl sec.-buty1-benzene was supplied by the Distillers Co.
The hydrocarbon was quite pure,and was redistilled before use,when it 
possessed the physical constantss-
B.Pt. = ra°C. n^0s= 1.4898.
(e) DEUTERIUM OXIDE.
"Norsk” hydro heavy water was supplied by the I.C.I.,and 
was of 99*77$ pure D^O.The material was used without further purification.
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THE RACEMISATION OP OPTICALLY ACTIVE 3-METHYL-HEXANE ON CHARCOAL.
(a) INTRODUCTION.
The work of Davies and Elton (8),mentioned in the 
introduction,showed that optically active 2-phenyl-butane,recovered 
after adsorption on charcoal for varying lengths of time,had undergone 
partial racemisation.A tentative explanation of this phenomenon was 
given in terms of homolytic bond fission9which occured in the hydro- 
carbon9on the surface of the adsorbent.One of the reasons that they 
chose to study that particular hydrocarbon9was that it possessed a
phenyl group,which was believed to facilitate the formation of resonance 
stabilised radicals at moderate temperatures.At that time9it was not 
known whether or not a stable hydrocarbon of that type needed a 
resonance-stabilising group9to permit racemisation to occur at all9at 
the experimental temperatures9on the surface studied.This question has 
been investigated by the writer9by performing similar experiments with 
optically active 3-methy1-hexane,in which the phenyl group possessed 
by 2-phenyl-butane,was replaced by a n-propyl group.This hydrocarbon 
was recovered9after adsorption on charcoal9with a partial loss of optical 
activity,under conditions which were as nearly as possible identical 
to those used with the aromatic compound.The combined work thus showed 
that very stable hydrocarbons of the type CR^I^R^H could be dissrupted 
by adsorption onto a surface,and further that a resonance stabilising 
group was not essential for this to occur in the temperature range
studied. 0 '
41.
Since a quite random selection Qf charcoal adsorbents were 
used*from one run to another,it seemed reasonable to compare the res­
pective rates of racemisation of the two compounds,especially as the 
results could be plotted as reasonably straight line graphs,as shown 
in fig*9*It will be seen that the rate of racemisation of 3-methy1-hexane 
was considerably slower than that of 2-phenyl-butane at the same temp­
erature .Thus it seems reasonable to suggest that this difference in 
rate was due to the effect of the phenyl group,which although not 
essential for racemisation to occur,does in some manner aid the formation 
of reactive species•
Taking the boiling point and the refractive index as criteria . 
of purity of the recovered hydrocarbon,it was concluded that the loss 
of optical activity was due to the occurence of a simple optical 
isomerisation.Although 2-phenyl-butane was recovered in good yield by 
Davies and Elton (8),in the present work,the recovery':of 3-methy1-hexane 
could only be made in fair yield (30$),as the volatility of the hydro­
carbon made complete recovery from the surface by solvent extraction 
and fractionation a virtual impossibility.
Together with the 3-methy1-hexane,there was also desorbed 
a white solid of melting point 4 4°C,and of molecular weight approx­
imately 200.This amounted to some 1$ of the total recovered material, 
and was believed to be the dehydrodimer,although complete identification 
was not possible,as the compound had never been synthesised, /
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The recovery of higher molecular weight material served 
as a further example of the similarity which existed between the systems 
studied,as Davies and Elton (8) recovered an unidentified,high boiling 
yellow liquid together with the partially racemised 2-phenyl-butane.
This point was reinvestigated,and it was concluded that the material 
was indeed formed from the adsorbed hydrocarbon under the experimental 
conditions.In this manner,the formation of a pale yellow liquid,which 
amounted to some ifo  of the total recovered material was confirmed.
The molecular weight of the material was found to be approximately 
180,and the substance reacted with conc.H^SO^ to give a blood red 
coloration.In general chemical and physical properties,this material 
resembled a polymeric fulvene of the type obtained as a secondary 
product of the catalytic cyclization of aliphatic hydrocarbons,studied 
by Herington and Eideal (20).The formation of these polymeric compounds 
is discussed in the conclusion to this section.
When it had been definitely established that optically 
active 3-methy1-hexane racemised as a result of adsorption on to a 
charcoal surface,then the influence of the time and temperature of 
residence on the rate of loss of activity were investigated,in an attempt 
to throw more light on the reaction mechanism.,
43.
(b) THE STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE TIMS AND TEMPERATURE OF RESIDENCE 
ON THE BATE OF ISOMER IS AT I ON.
(i) THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE BATE OF ISOMERISATION.
Rate measurements were conducted at 90*C and 190*0?the 
results are shown graphically in fig.9 *The rates of racemisation 
differed hy a factor of 2 *3 ,the faster rate occuring at the higher 
temperature.When the rate of isomerisation was known at two temperatures, 
the energy of;activation of the process was calculated "by means of 
the Arrhenius equation?a value of 3»7 k.cals./mol * being obtained.
At first sight*the numerical value of this quantity appeared to be 
surprisingly different from the value of 36 k.cals./ mol. calculated 
from the work of Burwell and Briggs (7) on the racemisation of 
3-methy 1-hexane on nickel .However, Trapnell (2) has stated that due 
to surface contaminations*which always occur on charcoal catalysts, 
one would expect lower energies of activation from those obtained 
on clean surfaces.This has been borne out experimentally,several 
times(21),(22).Further,it is of interest to note that Barrer (23), 
who worked on graphite and diamond,found that the energy of activation 
for adsorption of oxygon decreased markedly with the amount adsorbed, 
tending to zero at very low surface coverages.
In addition to the results obtained with 3-methy1-hexane, 
fig.9 also depicts thooe obtained by Davies and Elton with 2-phenyl- 
butane.
It has been already been stated that from, this graph, it w&s . shown ’ that 
the rate of racemisation of the aromatic hydrocarbon was 2.3 times 
as fast as the aliphatic,at the same temperature.A rough value of the 
energy of activation of the process of racemisation of the aromatic 
hydrocarbon was also calculated.A value of 3»2 k.cals./mol.was obtained, 
which was surprisingly close to that required for the for the process 
of racemisation of 3-methy1-hexane.
It is of interest to note at this point that for other 
systems studied on charcoal surfaces,the calculated activation energies 
of the particular reaction processes were remarkably close to the 
values obtained with these two hydrocarbons.
(ii) THE EFFECT OF THE TIME OF RESIDENCE ON THE EXTENT OF ISOMERISATION.
Fig.9 shows that at a fixed temperature,the extent of 
racemisation of both 2-phenyl-butane and 3-me.thy 1-hexane increased in 
a linear manner with the time of residence.From these results,several 
important facts concerning the reaction mechanism can be deduced.
Firstly,the graphs pass through the origin,which shows that the hydro­
carbon was initially adsorbed by a process which did not involve a 
measureable extent of racemisation.This suggested that the mechanism 
of isomerisation was not that put forward by Farkas (6),in which 
isomerisation occured directly as a result of dissociative adsorption.
The fact that the extent of racemisation varied in a linear manner with 
time,showed that the reaction mechanism was neither auto-catalytic nor 
conversly poisoned by ’'reaction products”.
Little can at present be said concerning the actual 
numerical significance of the observed times required for racemisation 
to occur.However,some interesting facts can be deduced by comparing 
the rate of racemisation on the surface,considered as a bimolecular 
reaction,with the hypothetical reaction in the gas phase,at the same 
temperature,with the same activation energy#
For a bimolecular reaction involving two molecules of the 
same species,it follows from the simple collision theory of reaction 
rates that if z is the number of molecules in 1 ml# of gas taking part 
in binary collisions per second,and E is the energy of activation of 
the process,then the rate of reaction dx/dt is given by 8-
dx/dt = ze~E/RT#.......(1)
The relation between the reaction velocity and the concentration iss-
dx/dt = kn^ ........(2)
where k is the specific rate constant,and n the concentration of 
reactant expressed as the number of molecules per ml.From (l) and (2)
. / 2 -E/RT..... ..(3)k = z/n e ' v '
z is known from the kinetic theory as twice the number of collisions 
per ml .per second,and can be represented s-
z = 4n2o2(BT/M)^ .......(4)
where o is the molecular collision diameter, and M the gram molecular 
weight.
By substitution in (3) s -
k = 4o2 (RT/M)^e“E/RT 
-E/RT
= Ze
where Z is the collision number, .which is the number of collisions per 
second when there is only one molecule of reactant per ml. For the case 
when there are n molecules per mis-
k- ZS-E^ n 2 .... ....(5) ■
From (3) the rate of reaction in the gas phase is. given bys-
k -» z -E/RT
8 - .g— Q  '
2n
Similarly on the surfaces-
k = z -E/RT s s e '
2ns
Thus with the same activation energies at the same temperatures-
where C is a constant.
4. z n^
• J S L  B
z 4s s
this is the ratio of the number of collisions in the gas phase to those
on the surface per second per ml.Now,the number of molecules / ml. in
the gas phase can be derived from the fact that 1 gm.mol. of a substance
23contains approximately 6x10 molecules,and occupies a volume of 22*4 1* 
at N.T.P.The number of molecules per ml. on the surface can be determined 
by making the assumption that it is covered by a layer,one molecule 
thick,so that the thickness of the layer is in fact the molecular 
diameter.
Thus the number of molecules in the gas phase per ml. 
at 100*C at 760 mmss-
6x1023x273 o ^ r in 19 = 1,6 x 1
22400x373 ~_______________________________
The molecular weight of 3-methy1-hexane is 100.Thus 100 gm. of this
23
substance contains approximately 6x10 molecules .Thus 1 gm. contains
21approximately, 6x10 molecules.
(6)
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Now 1 gm. of the hydrocarbon was adsorbed onto 35 gm. of charcoal of
3surface area of the order 10 , sq.m./ gm.Therefore the number of molecules 
per sq.cm. of the surface iss-
^ 1Q^ “1 *5
   n a 1,7 x 10 molecules/sq.cm.
3.5 x 10
If the thickness of the layer is the molecular diameter,which is 
approximately 10 £, then the number of molecules per ml .on the surface 
is 8-
1.7 x 10^3 x 10? = 1*7 x 1020 raols./ ml. » ng
. r.4 = 8.3 x 1080. . s
n^ z 1.6 x 1077 ,
 -----------—  = 1.9 x i0~4
n^ z 8.3 x 10 ---------s s
From these simple calculations,it would appear that for each collision 
in the gas phase, 10^ occur on the surface.
A similar calculation was made to determine the pressure 
at which the hypothetical gas phase racemisation would occur at the 
same speed as that on the surface.This pressure was found to be of 
the order of 20 atmospheres.
49.
(°) GENERAL. DISCUSSION OF RESULTSa AND PROPOSED REACTION MECHANISM.
To determine overall reaction mechanisms,and in particular 
to obtain details of reaction paths of surface catalysed reactions,one 
is faced with solving three seperato problems. In the first case,one 
must decide the nature of adsorption of the reactants? whether they woro 
physically and or chemically adsorbed. If chemisorption occured, then 
the probable type of bond fission must be decided. One may then attempt 
to explain the observed effects either on the basis of known types 
reaction mechanisms or alternatively to postulate now ones.
In the present system under discussion,the first point was
decided in favour of chemisorption,or at least very strong physical
adsorption. The evidence in support of this decision were the strength
and irrevorsibility of adsorption,ovon at 200*0 at pressures of io”4rams. 
Hg, together with the fact that adsorption was always accompanied by a
considerable heat of adsorption, a rough value of which was calculated
at about 7000 cals/ mol.
The nature of bond fission which occurod during the 
racemisation of both 2-phenyl-butane and 3-methy1-hexane could only be 
decided from general considerations. Thus it is generally accepted that 
most reactions undergone by both saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons 
on surfaces,except those of a highly acidic character, usually proceed 
by a free radical type mechanism. It was thus generally concluded that 
the two hydrocarbons ?/ere both to somo extent chemisorbed, with some 
consequent homolytic bond fission. .
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With regard to the third point,at the present time,only 
the mechanisms of very simple reactions are at all well understood,hut 
from general considerations it is apparent that at least five separate 
processes are involved in any catalytic reactions-
(i) Diffusion of the reactants to the surface.
(ii) Adsorption of reactants.
(iii) Reaction within the adsorbed layer.
(iv) Desorption of the products of reaction.
(v) Diffusion of the products away from the surface.
Any one of these processes may be the slowest step in the reaction, 
and may therefore determine the overall reaction velocity.Processes (i) 
and (v) are only important in reactions which occur rapidly on the
surface,which suggests that they are unimportant in the systems studied, 
whore racemisation could only be observed after a considerable length 
of time.Generally speaking,step (iv) is also of secondary interest,as 
unless the mechanism of desorption is self evident,then it is usually 
indistinguishable from step (iii),either because the mechanisms are 
actually identical,or because the reaction product is weakly adsorbed 
and is,as it were,desorbed in the act of its formation.Further,in the 
present work,it would be very difficult to explain the observed depend­
ence of the extent of racemisation on the time and temperature of 
residence,on a basis of reaction at step (iv),especially when standard 
desorption conditions were employed throughout#
Reaction at step (ii) would imply that the racemisation occured as a 
result of dissociative adsorption.The possibility that racemisation 
occured under these conditions has already been discussed and discounted 
in part (b) of this section.By eliminating four of the five processes, 
it would appear reasonable to assume that the process of racemisation 
occurs entirely within the adsorbed layer*
Up to the present time,two definite reaction mechanisms 
which can operate within the adsorbed layer have been established*For 
many years,the mechanism proposed by Langmuir(24) was believed to be 
the only one which could operate on a catalytic surface* According to 
this theory,reaction occurs between adjacent adsorbed radicals*
However,in recent years,sufficient experimental data has accumulated 
to suggest that the Langmuir postulate cannot explain all the observed 
effects#In 1938,Rideal(25),(26) suggested an alternative general 
mechanism,characterised by two features*The first was that reaction 
took place between a chemisorbed atom (or radical) and a molecule 
which either made direct impact from the gas phase or was physically 
adsorbed above or in the interstices of the chemisorbed layer*The 
second feature was that the interaction between the two species occured 
in such a way that no chemical bond with the surface was broken, or if 
it was,then a new one was formed to take its place*
On kinetic grounds,it is difficult to decide which reaction 
mechanism is being obeyed during any particular catalytic reaction*
However,as Eley (27) has stated, one can make a number of general 
observations.In the first-case there appears to be little reason to 
doubt the applicability of the Langmuir mechanism to manyreactions at 
high temperatures,but at temperatures below 200#C it is most likely 
that the Eideal mechanism would come into operation,especially when 
adsorption is very strong.The latter type of reaction mechanism would 
require a fairly low energy of activation,which would be in harmony 
with the values determined experimentally.Finally,if the Langmuir 
mechanism was followed,then formation of considerable quantities of 
the dehydrodimer would have been formed.Conversely,if the Eideal 
mechanism be treated as a normal reaction between a free radical and 
a saturated hydro carbon, then the transfer of a hydrogen atom, rather 
than dimer formation usually occurs.Thus it is concluded that the 
racemisation of 2-phenyl-butane and 3-methy1-hexane probably occurs 
as a result of interactions of the Eideal type,between adsorbed 
hydrocarbon molecules and radicals on the charcoal surface.The suggested 
process is illustrated diagramatically in fig.10.
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THE DEHYDROGENATION OF (+V d LIMONENE ON CHARCOAL.
(a) INTRODUCTION.
Following the successful studies made with 2-phenyl-butane 
and 3~methyl-hexane,it appeared of value to extend the scope of work, 
to investigate other cases where surface induced racemisation of 
optically active hydrocarbons might occur.On theoretical grounds,the 
next hydrocarbon to study was 2-cyclohexyl-butane.In this compound,the 
free radical resonance stabilising property of the phenyl group 
possessed by 2-phenyl-butane has been destroyed,and consequently the 
rate of racemisation on charcoal might be expected to be comparable with 
that of 3-methy 1-hexane•However,such experiments could not be carried 
out,as the compound has never been synthesised.
Refering to the introduction,it was stated there that the 
number of optically active hydrocarbons available was strictly limited, 
and those of the type suitable for study,very few indeed.For further 
investigations therefore,the choice was by necessity directed to 
studying the reactions undergone by more complex types of molecules.
Of these, (+) d. limonene was particularly suitable.This substance occurs 
optically active in nature,and can be fairly readily purified.Although 
not as stable as the other hydrocarbons studied,it was sufficiently so 
for our purposes.Some idea of the stability can be obtained from the 
work of Rudakov (28),who found no reaction on quartz at 420#C,and also 
from the work of Pines,Olberg and Ipatieff,who found no reaction on 
alumina at 300*C.(29)•
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The limonene molecule possesses one active centre,bonded to which is 
a tertiary hydrogen atom.The fully active material has a large optical 
rotation,and from this point of view is convenient for the purpose of 
making accurate rate studies.
As the active hydrocarbon was available in fair quantity, 
it was possible to carry out comparative work on the variation of 
catalytic effects of different surfaces. A start in this direction was 
made by Budakov (28),who catalytically decomposed ..dipentene on 
palladium,nickel and charcoal.The minimum temperatures at which the 
reaction occured to form p.cymene and p.menthane were,respectively 
130*C,280*C and 410*C.The fact that dipentene was not decomposed on 
charcoal below 410°C,appeared to the writer to be rather surprising.
The effect of adsorption on charcoal at lower temperatures was therefore 
investigated,using the optically active compound,in an attempt to 
ascertain whether a simple optical isomerisation.reaction occured$ this 
would not have been observed by Budakov (28) at lower temperatures, 
since he used the inactive hydrocarbon.
At temperatures of $ 0 *0 and 190*C,the material adsorbed on 
charcoal could be recovered with partial or complete loss of optical 
activity .However, the effect was not that of a simple optical isomer­
isation, but due to the formation of p.cymene,to which complete 
conversion could be obtained .The product was identified by its physical 
constants,and by the formation of a crystalline sulphonamide derivative 
of characteristic melting point.Further confirmation was obtained by 
determining the infra red absorption spectrum of the pure liquid.
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The rate of dehydrogenation was found to increase markedly with 
increased temperature of residence.The extent of reaction at a fixed, 
temperature was found to depend on the time of residence on the surface. 
However,this variation was not linear,as shown in fig.11.By a simple 
statistical consideration,it can be shown that these were consistent 
with those expected for an auto-catalysed reaction.
In addition to p.cymene,there was always desorbed about 
1-2 /o of a brown polymeric substance.In view of the small quantity of 
this material formed,it was difficult to isolate a pure specimen. 
However,by combining the material from several runs,it was possible 
to obtain a reasonably pure sample.The physical properties and physical 
constants,together with the colour reaction undergone with concentrated 
H^SO^ and acetic anhydride resembled those of a material which was 
isolated in the work described in section 4*By analogy,it was concluded 
that the.material under consideration was probably dilimonene.
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(b) THE STUDY OF RATE CONTROLLING FACTORS, j
(i) THE INFLUENCE OF THE TEMPERATURE :OF RESIDENCE ON THE RATE OF REACTION,!
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Experiments were conducted at residence temperatures of 
90°C or 190*C* The rate of reaction at the two temperatures was most 
conveniently studied by the rate of loss of optical activity.The rate 
of loss of optical activity at 90 *C,although considerably more rapid 
than that of either 2-pheny1-butane or 3-methy 1-hexane,could still j
be measured with reasonable accuracy .However, at the higher temperature, 
the reaction was completed during a residence period of less than ten 
minutes,which rendered it impossible to follow the course of reaction 
with time.Using the same batch of charcoal,the rate of reaction at 
190*C was found to be at least 2*5 times faster than that at 90*C.
The activation energy of the process was calculated in the usual manner 
by means of the Arrhenius equation,when a value of approximately 
5 k*cals./ mol. was obtained.
The experimental results are shown graphically in fig.11. 
Charcoal,batch I,was a purified sample of that supplied by Powell- 
Duffryn and Co..Charcoal,batches II,III,and IV,were purified samples 
of that supplied by B.D.H.
(ii) THE INFLUENCE OF THE TIME OF RESIDENCE ON THE EXTENT OF REACTION
At a fixed temperature,on a given surface,the extent of reaction was 
found to increase with the time of residence.The results are shown 
graphically in fig.11,where it will he seen that on no occasion was 
the variation linear with time. The shapes of the curves suggested that 
the rate of reaction was proportional to the amount already converted, 
and might be ascribed to the production of a catalytic agent during 
the reaction process on the surface.The fact that there was a linear 
variation of log($ conversion) with time,see fig.12,showed that the 
shape of the curves was probably not due to experimental scatter.
It is of importance,to note that the graphs pass through 
the origin,from which it follows that the initial process of adsorption 
did not involve the loss of optical activity.
The graphs obtained with charcoal batches II and III showed 
that the percentage conversion reached a limit below 100$. The reason 
for this was obscure as the experiments were carried out under,as far 
as was known identical conditions.The possibility that the effects were 
due to variations in the extent of outgassing of the charcoal prior to 
adsorption was discounted by observing the loss of optical activity on 
a batch of charcoal maintained at 190 *C at lQ~^mms Hg for 5,10 and 20 
hours respectively,when identical results were obtained.Thus,the reason 
for the variation in the extent of reaction from one batch of charcoal 
to another was probably due to variations in surface area or due to the 
presence of an involatile surface contamination.
(iii) THE EFFECT OF SURFACE PRETREATMENT ON THE EXTENT OF REACTION.
The variation of catalytic efficiency between on batch 
of charcoal and another,as shown by fig. 11,prompted a few preliminary 
studies of the effects of surface treatment before use. However, no 
new facts were brought to light,as a batch of charcoal treated with 
HC1,EC1 and NaOH,HCL and NaOH and ethy1-alcohol,HC1 and NaOH and ethyl- 
alcohol and benzene,under the same conditions of time and temperature 
of residence produced the same extents of dehydrogenation.
(c) DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING THE REACTION MECHANISM.
Refering to section 3jit was stated there that to elucid­
ate any surface reaction mechanism it was necessary as a first step 
to know,if possible,the extents to which physical and chemical 
adsorption occured,and also to decide whether the reaction was ionic 
in nature or of the,ffree" radical type.The strength of the forces which 
held the hydrocarbon to the surface,together with the fact that a quite 
large heat of adsorption was observed,indicated that the surface layer 
was held by strong van der Vaals and probably some extent chemisorption 
forces.As in section 3jit was concluded that a reaction of the type 
studied,which involved the adsorption of a hydrocarbon on a charcoal 
surface,was most likely to occur by aftfree” radical mechanism rather 
than of the type involving carbonium ions.
Prom the obvious complexity of the reaction,it was not 
possible with the present results to determine a reaction path.This 
view agrees with those of other * authors who have previously 
observed the formation of p.cymene from limonene on other surfaces. 
However,some general observations concerning the possible reaction 
mechanism can be made.Of the five separate processes which participate 
in any surface catalysed reaction,it was obvious from fig.11 that the 
reaction did not occur during the initial process of adsorption.Because 
the extent of reaction increased with the time of adsorption and 
'because in all cases desorption was carried out under standard condit­
ions it was concluded that the process of desorption,and the subsequent 
diffusion of preoduoto from the surface were not rate controlling steps.
The process of diffusion of the reactants to the surface can he a rate 
controlling step in many catalytic reactions which occur at high 
velocity.Under these circumstances the rate of reaction would be 
expected to decrease with time.Since the reverse effect was observed 
in this system,it was concluded that the reaction velocity was 
sufficiently slow for this process to be of minor importance as a rate 
controlling factor.From these considerations,it appeared reasonable 
to assume that the process of dehydrogenation occured entirely within 
the adsorbed layer.Further,as a general rule,a reaction of low activ­
ation energy occuring at a temperature below 200 *C in the adsorbed 
layer usually proceeds by the Rideal mechanism (27)*Little more than 
this can be said about the nature of interaction of the molecules on 
the surface,at the present state of knowledge.However,some interesting 
facts can be observed by comparing the reaction products which were 
isolated with those obtained by other workers.Of first importance is 
the comparison with the work of Rudakov (28),who showed that a mixture 
of p.cymene and p.menthane was produced when dipentene was passed over 
charcoal maintained at at least 410*C,this being the minimum temperature 
at which reaction would occur.With the exception of a few side-products, 
the hydrocarbon was completely dehydrogenated at 550*0 to 600*0.,using 
long f,hot zone" heating times of the order of one minute.Referring to 
table 5,it will be seen that limonene or dipentene react on surfaces 
to give either a mixture of p.cymene and p.menthane,or p.cymene alone. 
The mixed product is usually formed at the lower temperatures,when 
reaction was carried out in the liquid phase.
Conversely,complete dehydrogenation occured at higher temperatures 
in the gas phase,,Now,although very few reactions of p.menthane on 
surfaces have been studied,it would appear reasonable to assume that 
this compound would be more resistant than limonene to dehydrogenation. 
Thus for example,Rudakov (28) has shown that p.menthane can be completely 
dehydrogenated at 550 *C to 600*C on charcoal,this being the temperature 
range in which limonene is completely dehydrogenated(28)• From these 
considerations it might be proposed that in reactions carried out in 
the liquid phase at lower temperatures,p.menthane molecules which were 
produced from limonene molecules which acted as hydrogen acceptors 
would not undergo dehydrogenation.At higher temperatures,although . 
p.menthane was probably formed initially,this would be immediately 
dehydrogenated so that p.cymene alone was the final product.From this 
it would appear that the present series of experiments were anomalous 
in that p.cymene alone was formed at relatively low temperatures.This 
might have been due to two effects coming into operation.The first effect 
is concerned with the lengths of time in which the hydrocarbon was 
adsorbed.The importance of this effect was noted by Rudakov(28) who 
observed that at higher temperatures a long "hot zone" heating time 
was conducive to p.cymene formation.Thus,perhaps it is not surprising 
that p.cymene alone was formed in the present work,as periods of 
adsorption were up to 120 times longer than those used by Rudakov.The 
second effect might have been concerned with the extent of surface 
coverage,which in the present experiments were extremely low compared 
with any previous work.
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Thus it might he visualised that if the adsorbed molecules were 
sufficiently far apart,then the hydrogen produced from the dehydrogen­
ation of a limonene molecule to form p.cymene could not be accepted 
by another limonene molecule to form p.menthane.
Little more can be said at the present time,except to 
suggest that it might be profitable to direct further work in studying 
the reaction of p.menthane on charcoal under the present experimental 
conditions.
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TABLE 5.
SURFACE PHASE TEMPERATURE PRODUCTS BEFEBEMCE
Pd Liquid ‘i3o*c p o cymene 
p9menthane
(28)
Pt 021 C Liquid 180*0 p•cymene 
p.menthane
(30)
Clay Liquid 180*C p o cymene 
p.menthane
(31)
Cu Gas 200 *C p.cymene 
p.menthane (32)
Charcoal Gas 410 *C p.cymene
p.menthane (28)
Cu. Gas
i
300*0 p.cymene (32)
Pt on C Gas 305 *C p•oymene (30)
Charcoal Gas 550 *C p.cymene (28)
Various
metal
oxides
Gas 400-600*0 p.cymene (33)
A12°3 Gas 300 *C No reaction (29)
Quartz Gas 420 *C No reaction (28)
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(d) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
IDENTIFICATION OF THE DESORBED MATERIAL.
(i) Physical and chemical properties of the desorbed material.
The desorbed material (excluding for the moment the 
polymeric residue) was recovered with a lower optical activity,but 
with a higher refractive index than that of. the hydrocarbon^ originally 
adsorbed* A completely inactive material was obtained as the final 
product of reactionjthis material suffered no change on a further 
process of adsorption and desorption.This substance was a colourless 
liquid of odour similar to that of limonene.lt reacted with concentrated 
sulphuric acid slightly to give a yellow colouration.The boiling point 
was 177*C at 76O mms. Hg,and the refractive index at 20*C in sodium 
D light was 1*4908.These physical constants were in agreement with those 
of p.cymene,which was of boiling point 177* C at 760 nuns. Hg,and 
refractive index at 20#C of 1.4904*
(ii) The preparation of a derivative from the desorbed material.
To confirm that p.cymene was formed,it was necessary to 
prepare a crystalline derivative of characteristic melting point. For 
this purpose the sulphonamide derivative was chosen,which was prepared 
by the method described by Huntress and Autenreith (34) *-
About 0.25 gms. of the desorbed material was dissolved in
1.5 mis. of dry chloroform,contained in a test tube cooled in ice.
2 gms. of chlorsulphonic acid were then added dropwise,when a vigorous 
reaction occured with the formation of a little tar.The test tube was 
removed from-the cooling bath,and its contents allowed to come to room 
temperature.After allowing the mixture to stand for about 45 minutes 
with occasional stirring,it was poured cautiously into crushed ice.
The chloroform layer was separated,washed and dried and evaporated, 
then boiled for ten minutes with a mixture of 2 mis. of concentrated 
NJI^OH and 1 ml. of water.By filtering the hot solution,most of the : 
tarry material was removed.On cooling,the filtrate deposited colourless 
flakes of the sulphonamide derivative,which were slightly contaminated 
with tar. The crystals were dissolved in warm benzene and precipitated 
with 60-80 petroleum ether.This process was repeated three timesfthe 
crystals so obtained were of melting point 112*C.The melting point 
of the sulphonamide derivative of p.cymene (recorded by Him tress and 
Autenreith) is 114*C.
(iii) Infra-red spectral analysis of the desorbed material.
As a final confirmation,an infra red spectral analysis of 
the desorbed material was made.The absorption spectrum of the neat 
liquid was determined,and compared with that obtained by O’Connor and 
Goldblatt for pure p.cymene in chloroform solution (of unrecorded 
concentration).A comparison of the two spectra is made in fig.13$ it is 
seen that there was very good agreement,confirming that the desorbed 
material was p.cymene.
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(&) Physical and chemical properties of the polymeric residue.
As stated in the introduction to this section,there was 
desorbed (in addition to p.cymene) some polymeric material which 
remained as a residue after distillation.This material amounted to some 
lfc of the ;total desorbed material,its total weight being of the order 
0.01 gm.This substance was a yellowish viscous liquid,soluble in 
benzene but insoluble in alcohol. Although the residues from several 
runs were often combined,this did not produce sufficient material 
to enable a reasonably accurate boiling point to be determined. The 
refractive index of numerous samples were determined,the average value 
at 20 *C in sodium D light being 1.5146.The molecular weight determined 
by Easts method,was approximately 250. When concentrated was
added to a solution of the substance in acetic anhydride,a blood red 
colouration was produced,which turned dirty green on the addition of - 
water.These physical and chemical properties possessed by the substance 
were similar to those of a diterpene.Little is known of the diterpenes, 
and only a few derivatives have been prepared.None of these could have 
been prepared with the amounts of material available in the present 
work. We may,however conclude that the substance probably a diterpene, 
of which most likely seems to be dilimonene.
0000O0000
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THE REACTION OF (+) d LIMONENE ON SILICA GEL*
(a) INTRODUCTION.
It was stated in the introduction to section 4 that limonene 
was chosen for study in an attempt to account for the nature of the 
products formed by the adsorption of the hydrocarbon on various surfaces. 
When the work 011 charcoal surfaces had been completed,a study was then 
made of the effect of adsorption of the hydrocarbon on silica, gel.This j 
adsorbent was chosen because of its high surface area,which was of an 
order comparable with that of charcoal*At 100*C,limonene was strongly !
adsorbed by silica gel to approximately the same extent as by 
charcoal.However at 190*C,only about two thirds of the quantity of 
material taken up at the lower temperature was adsorbed.
Limonene, adsorbed onto silica gel at temperatures of 100*C 
or 190*C was found to undergo a complex reaction,with the formation 
of approximately 40$ w/w of p.cymene,50$ w/w dilimonene,and 10$ w/w 
of a highly polymeric material.lt is of interest to compare these 
experimental results with those obtained by Rudakov (28),who found 
that no reaction occured when dipentene was passed over quartz at 420*0 . 
These facts are discussed in more detail in the next sub. section.
Due to the obvious complexity of the reaction,extensive 
measurements concerning the effect of the residence time on the extent 
of reaction were not made.As stated above,the temperature at which 
adsorption occured made no difference to the nature of the reaction 
products,for a given period of residence*
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Ob) DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
I
It was stated previously that,due to the complexity of 
the reaction,extensive studies of the effects of the time and temper­
ature of residence,on both the tates and extents of formation of reactioi 
products were not made .However, a few preliminary studies were made, 
which indicated that at a fixed temperature the nature of the reaction 
products did not vary with the period of residence. For a fixed period 
of residence,the amount of p.cymene formed increased with temperature. 
These results are shown in table 7•
As only a few reactions have been studied on silica gel 
surfaces,it was difficult to decide on general considerations the 
lrikely nature of bond fission which must have occured.However, numerous 
reactions have been carried out on quartz surfaces at high temperatures, 
from which a general conclusion was drawn by Greensfelder, Voge and 
Good,who stated that hydrocarbons usually ’’cracked” on quartz surfaces 
by a free radical type of mechanism.These authors also studied the 
cracking of cetane over silica gel,and obtained a six fold increase 
in reaction rate over that on quartz,although the product distributions 
were identical.A second general conclusion was made,viz.,that reactions 
on silica gel,as with quartz,proceeded by the formation of free radicals. 
The increased rate of reaction was attributed to the high surface area 
of the gel,which provided many more centres promoting radical formation, 
than those presented by the quartz which was of very much lower area.
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Now if surface area considerations were important in the work on 
limonene,then the fact that the silica gel used possessed a surface 
area of an order of approximately a thousand times that of the quartz 
used by Rudakov,might account for the observed reaction on silica, gel 
at 90-190cC,and the absence of reaction on quartz at 450*C*$imilarly, 
as was described for the work on charcoal,the low surface coverages, 
together with the prolonged periods of residence in the case of silica 
gel,were more likely to promote reaction than those under the exper­
imental conditions maintained on quartz*
Eefering to table IT,it will be seen that the products of 
reaction of limonene on silica gel were different from those formed 
on other surfaces.Indeed,the formation of a dehydrodimer and polymer­
isation products under these circumstances,was in itself a rare 
occurence.The fact that diterpenes,including dilimonene had been 
prepared previously by the reaction of the monomer with concentrated 
phosphoric acid,as described by Ritter and Sharefkin (35)jwas of little 
help in interpreting the mechanism of the surface catalysed reaction* 
However,it appeared reasonable to suggest,as a general conclusion,that 
that the ’reaction products indicated that "free” radicals were produced 
as a result of the adsorption of the hydrocarbon on the surface^this 
evidence supporting the general postulate made by Greensfelder,Voge 
and Good (14), concerning reactions on silica gel*
(c) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
The desorbed material was recovered as a yellow liquid, 
which was found to be a mixture composed of p.cymene,a little unreacted y 
limonenePa diterpene,and an unidentified polymeric material.The i
components of the mixture were conveniently separated on the semi-micro 
scale by fractional distillation.The first fraction was collected /
p!
on a boiling water bath,by distillation at 15 mms.pressure.The second j'
. j h
fraction was collected at 1 mm. pressure,using an oil bath maintained ;•
1 ft1
at about 150*0 .A brown,rubber-like residue remained after distillation.
(l) Identification of the lower-boiling distillate.
■ij
The distillate was a colourless liquid,of odour similar 
to that of limonene,and of boiling point 69*0 at 15 mms.Hg pressure. |
Tho average refractive index at 20’C in sodium D light was 1.4844.
This was a mean value of refractive index measurements in the range ;
1,4842 to I.4846 obtained from seven separate runs. The fact that the
ll
ii
refractive index of the substance was considerably higher than that j!
of the starting materisel indicated that aromatic formation had probably j;
I!
occured.If this were so,then the substance most likely to be formed 
was p.cymene.That this was so was confirmed by the formation of a j
sulphonamide derivative of the correct melting point (112*C).(The j
method of preparation of this derivative was described in section 4 ).
i
Further confirmation that p.cymene was formed was obtained by examin­
ation of the infra red absorption spectrum of the substance,compared 
with that of pure p.cymene obtained by O’Conner and Goldblatt (36).
The results are compared in fig.14. The absorption peaks at 6 and 11.5 
microns were due to the presence of unreacted limonene,which was 
indicated by the refractive index,which was lower than that of pure 
p.cymene*
Using a standard residence period of one hour,a greater 
extent of conversion to p. cymene was observed at 190*0 than that 
at 90*CoThis was indicated by the .optical rotation and by the . 
refractive index,which was in the range 1*4870 to 1*4875 at 20*0,
compared with that of 1,4844 for the material recovered after adsor-
1
ption at the lower temperature.Typical results are shown in table 7*
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TABLE 7.
Residence
temperature
Residence
time
Lower
boiling
distillate
Higher
boiling
distillate
Involatile
residue
90 *C 10 mins#
on
n^ =1,4843
b.pt.=69#C/
njp.l.5172
b.pt.=130*0/
n^5=1.53X5
15 mmSo 1 mm#
yield*=40$ w/w yield=50$> w/w 
mol.wt#=2^5
yield=10$ w/w
90 *C 1 hour n£°=l.4844
b.pt,=69*0/
n^5=1.5X77 
b.pt.=130*C/
njp=1.5310
15 mms• 1 mm#
yield=40^ w/w yield=50^ w/w
mol#wt#=257
yield=10$ w/w
190*0 1 hour n^°=1.4870 n^5=1.5169 njp-1.5315
b.pt.=69*C/ b.pt.=130*0/
15 mms# 1 mm#
yield=40$ w/w yield=$0$ w/w
mol.wt.=255
yield=10$ w/w
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0-3-) ioation of the higher ’boiling fraction.
The distillate was a viscous,slightly yellow liquid,soluble 
in benzene but insoluble in alcohol.The boiling point of the substance 
was 130*0 at 1 mm. Hg pressure,and the refractive index at 25*0 in 
sodium D light was 1.5l67*This was a mean value from refractive index 
measurements in the range I.5158 to 1.5177 obtained in seven separate 
runs.A 50$  w/w solution in benzene,examined in a -J- dec. cell,was found 
to be optically inactive.Molecular weights found by Easts method were 
in the range 255 ^0 299?giving an average value of 271.When the 
substance was dissolved in acetic anhydride to which concentrated 
sulphuric acid was added,a blood red colouration,which turned emerald 
after some time,was produced.This test was stated (by Bitter and 
Sharefkin (35) ) to be indicative of the presence of a diterpene.
The physical and chemical properties of the higher-boiling 
material desorbed,therefore indicated that a diterpene had been formed. 
As stated in section 4 ,little is know n of this class of compound,and 
very few derivatives have been prepared.Those derivatives could not, 
unfortunately be prepared with the amounts of material available. 
Identification by means of spectrographic analysis was not attempted, 
as neither the U.V. nor I.E. spectra of these compounds had been 
studied.
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It was therefore concluded that there was sufficient 
eyidence to show that a diterpene was formed,but since the physical 
and chemical properties of these compounds are all alike,it is not 
possible to state with certainty which particular one was isolated 
in the present experiments.lt appears reasonable to suggest that,since 
the starting material was limonene,the diterpene formed was most 
likely to be dilimonene*
The physical and chemical properties of dilimonene and 
the desorbed material are compared in table 8.
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TABLE 8.
Sul):c' tance Physical
properties
Boiling
point
Molecular
weight
25n_
D
Reaction with 
conc.HpSO and 
acetic anhydride
-gdec*
C<
Dilimonene Yellowish
viscous
liquid*
Sol.C6H6
Insol*
CLHf-OH.2 5
128*0 
at 
1 mm*
270 1*5170 Red to green 0°
Desorbed
material
Yellowish
viscous
liquid.
Sol.CgH^
Ineol.
c^ oh
130*0
at 
1 mm*
271 1*5167 Red to green 0°
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(iii) Examination of the involatile residue*
After distilling off the*first*and second fractions,there 
remained an involatile residue,which amounted to some 10$ by weight 
of the total recovered material* The substance was a brown,very viscous 
liquid,soluble in benzene but insoluble in alcohol*A strong solution 
of the material in benzene was found to be optically inactive*The 
refractive index of the unpurified material at 25*C,in sodium D light 
was in the_range 1*5310 to 1*5320.The material appeared to be either 
a polyterpene ore a mixture of polyterpenes.
ooooOoooo
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SECTION 6.
THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON CHARCOAL.
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REACTION........         83
(c) GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.......................... 88
(d) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 91
(a) INTRODUCTION.
The Baeyer Strain Theory (37) postulated that all ring 
compounds were planar,which implied that large membered rings would be 
impossible to prepare due to the great strain involved.However, 
experimental evidence accumulated which suggested that the theory was 
unsound.Thus in lS90,Sachse (38) proposed that rings containing 5 o t  
6 or more carbon atoms could be obtained strainless by considering them 
to be T'puckered”,in a manner so that the normal carbon valency angle 
was retained.According to this theory,cyclohexane should exist in two 
forms,as shown in fig.15.Unfortunately the energy of interconversion 
is very small,which has rendered the isolation of the two forms imposs­
ible .However*the existence of the two forms has been verified by the 
electron diffraction measurements of Hassel (39)* Mohr (40) in 1918 
elaborated Sache’s theory and predicted that if two cyclohexane rings 
were fused together as in decahydronaphthalene,then the two forms would 
be stable enough to retain their identities.This was verified by the 
separation of the two isomers by Huckel(4l) in 19259 and later by 
Seyer and Walker (42) in 1938.
At the present time it is accepted that decahydronaphthalene 
exists in two isomeric forms,each of which is very stable,and that 
isomerisation can only be brought about under very severe conditions.
The spatial arrangements of the two isomers are shown in fig.16.The 
arrangement of the cis isomer is a little in doubt,but from the calcul­
ations made by Barton (43)>the form shown in fig.l6b.is preferred to 
that proposed by Mohr,shown in fig.l6a.
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Prom general considerations,together with the calculations of the 
intra-molecular van der Vaals repulsion forces which operate in the 
molecule (44),it is found,as expected that the trans isomer is the 
more stable form,and that isomerisation will occur whenever possible.
Considering the cis isomer more closely,it will be seen 
that at the points of fusion of the two rings there are located tertiary 
hydrogen atoms which might undergo bond fission on adsorption.If this 
occured it would allow the molecule to assume the spatial arrangement 
of the trans isomer. With these views in mind,the surface catalysed 
isomerisation of decalin was attempted at first on charcoal.
The work of Greensfelder,Voge,and Good in 1949?showed that 
decalin was dehydrogenated to naphthalene and hydrogen on charcoal at 
500*0 at atmospheric pressure,giving an &fo yield of the aromatic.
The possibility of the initial or simultaneous occurence of cis-trans 
isomerisation was not investigated.The present experiments were carried 
out in the temperature range 90 to 190*0, so that the more simple 
elementary steps of the reaction might be followed.The rate of isom­
erisation could be most easily followed by measurements of changes in 
refractive index,and as the cis isomer possessed the higher value, 
isomerisation would be accompanied by a decrease in the value of this 
entity.However,the material recovered after adsorption on charcoal 
possessed a, refractive index greater than that of the hydrocarbon 
originally adsorbed.The presence of unsaturated compounds was indicated 
by the fact that a solution of bromine in carbon tetrachloride was 
instantly decolourised.
These facts were consistent with the formation of a small quantity of 
naphthalene as found by other workers.As the amount of naphthalene 
formed was small,it was not identified by the normal course of 
qualitative analysis,but instead was subjected to U.V. spectrographio 
analysis.The system was ideal for analysis in the ultra-violet region 
of the spectrum,as at those wavelengths dilute solutions of decalin 
absorb to a negligable extent.Solutions of various recovered materials 
in cyclohexane gave rise to absorption spectra, in excellent agreement 
with that of pure naphthalene (45).Prom this it was concluded that 
naphthalene was the only unsaturated compound produced by adsorption 
of decalin on charcoal.
Extensive studies of the U.V. and I.E. absorption spectra 
of the desorbed material and also of that from which the aromatic had 
been removed,revealed that neither isomerisation nor the formation of 
any product other than naphthalene ocoured as a result of the adsor-? 
ption of decalin on charcoal in the temperature range studied.
(b) THE STUDY OF FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCED THE EXTENT OF REACTION.
The knowledge gained from spectrographio analysis showed 
thar the only product of reaction was naphthalene.Once this was 
established,it was then possible to study the factors which influenced 
the extent of formation of this substance.From a theoretical point of 
view,the most obvious of these were the time and temperature of resid­
ence on the surface,and the extent of surface coverage.The effect of 
variation of pretreatment of the surface,and of the nature of the
desorbing solvent were discovered later experimentally.
* \
(i) THE EFFECT OF THE RESIDENCE TIME ON .THE EXTENT OF REACTION.
The extent of reaction at temperatures of both 90 *C and 
190*C was found to be independent of the time of residence.However, 
this might have only been an apparent effect,if reaction had occured 
very rapidly, reaching equilibrium in a time interval smaller than the 
shortest period of residence which could be measured.
The experimental results are shown in table 10.
(ii) THE EFFECT OF THE RESIDENCE TEMPERATURE ON THE EXTENT OF REACTION.
A. greater conversion to the aromatic was found at a temper­
ature of 190*Q than at 90*C,under conditions where all known variables 
were kept constant.The experimental results are shown in table 11.
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The energy of activation of the reaction was calculated 
by means of the Arrhenius equation,and a value of 3 k.cals./mol. was 
obtained,which was surprisingly close to the values obtained for the 
reaobiens described in sections 3 and 4* Unfortunately,at the present 
state of cur knowledge it is difficult to say what is the exact 
numerical significance of these figures.
(iii) THE EFFECT OF SURFACE COVERAGE ON THE EXTENT OF REACTION.
, In all the experiments,other than those carried out in 
this sub-section,1 gm. of decalin was adsorbed onto 35 gias. of charcoal. 
This extent of surface coverage was that used in all the systems in 
which charcoal was used as an adsorbent.Now,for a given quantity of 
hydrocarbon,the extent of reaction would be expected to increase with 
a corresponding increase in the surface area available for adsorption, 
so that at the limit all the adsorbed decalin would be dehydrogenated 
to naphthalene.The trend of this effect was shown experimentally,by 
comparing the extent of reaction at normal surface coverages,with those 
of a half and a quarter of that value respectively.The results are 
shown in table 12,where it will be seen that the concentration of the 
aromatic formed,increased as the extent of the surface coverage 
decreased,although the actual amount of aromatic formed varied in the 
reverse order .Now, if the surface was uniform with respect to areas on 
which reaction could occur, the extent of conversion would have been 
independent of surface coverage,and the amount of aromatic formed 
would have varied proportionately with the amount adsorbed.
Conversely,if the reaction occured solely on active centres,then 
although the extent of reaction would have increased with a decrease 
in the extent of coverage,the amount of aromatic formed would have 
remained effectively constant,provided that the surface was covered 
with up to,hut not exceeding one monolayer.The experimental results 
fit neither of these theories exactly,but they do show that the 
reaction probably occured to some extent on certain areas or perhaps 
active centres on the surface.
(iv) the EFFECT OF SURFACE PRETREATMENT ON THE EXTENT OF REACTION.
The majority of the experiments were carried out with 
charcoals which were purified as described in section IB.However, 
some experiments were carried out with charcoals in various different 
stages of purification.Only a slight reaction occured on these 
surfaces,but on treatment with benzene,the catalyst recovered its normal 
activity .As this solvent removed an appreciable quantity of a resinous 
material from the charcoal,it was concluded that the loss of activity 
was to some extent due to poisoning of certain active areas of the 
surface.This could not be the only explanation,as clean charcoal used 
for a particular run,when thoroughly cleaned with benzene and used 
again was further activated.The reason for this was uncertain,but 
might have been explained on a basis of variations in surface area.
The possibility that strongly held benzene,with which the surface had 
been pretreated,had catalytically reacted to form naphthalene under 
the experimental conditions was discounted by means of a control 
experiment«Here,thoroughly purified charcoal was subjected to the 
reaction conditions,then removed and solvent extracted in the usual 
manner.After the solvent was removed by distillation,a small quantity 
of decalin of known refractive index was added to the bulb of the 
semi-micro distillation apparatus.After gently shaking the contents, 
the liquid was withdrawn and its refractive index taken .No change 
in the value of this quantity was observed,which proved that 
naphthalene was not formed from benzene alone under the experimental 
conditions•
The experimental results are shown in table 13.
W  THE EFFECT OF VARIATION OF DESORBING SOLVENT.
The material desorbed by solvent extraction with ether 
from charooals maintained at residence temperatures of 90*C and 190#C 
was found to be unchanged decalin,whilst that desorbed with benzene 
under identical conditions contained naphthalene.This could be explained 
in two ways,either the effeot was due to the difference in the 
temperatures of desorption,these being approximately equal to the 
respective boiling points,or that ether was not strongly enough 
adsorbed to displace the aromatic from the surface.The first possibility 
was discounted by the fact that carbon tetrachloride under identical 
conditions to those runs in which both ether and benzene were used as 
solvent,failed to desorb the naphthalene,although the boiling point 
of this liquid was very close to that of benzene.Further evidence to 
confirm the second postulate was obtained by solvent extracting with 
ether,charcoal which had previously adsorbed decalin which contained 
naphthalene as an impurity* Under these conditions the naphthalene 
could not be desorbed from the surface,so that pure decalin was 
recoveredjas shown by its U.V. spectrum.
The experimental results are shown in table 14.
(c) GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
Some interesting features can be observed by comparing 
the parameters which governed the extent of reaction in this particular 
system,with those which operated in the systems studied in the previous 
sections.In particular,the small extent of reaction was independent 
of the time of residence on the surface.Unlike the other systems studied, 
there was on no occasion any polymeric material formed under the 
experimental conditions.From this evidence alone,it was reasonable to 
assume that the reaction mechanism was of a. type differing from those 
already studied,which implied that the reaction did not occur within 
the adsorbed layer.Consequently,the reaction must have occured on 
adsorption or desorption,which would explain the fact that the extent 
of reaction was independent of the time of adsorption.Since the desorp­
tion process was standard,and irrespective of the temperature of 
residence,it would appear that in order to explain the effect of 
temperature on the extent of reaction,it would be necessary to assume 
that the reaction occured during the adsorption process .As a rather 
remote possibility the results might be explained on the basis that 
reactive species were produced during the adsorption stage,which under­
went reaction on desorption5the effect of temperature being explained 
by the formation of larger numbers of these species at higher ...
temperatures•
The fact that the extent of reaction was always small might
be explained by treating the process of dissociative adsorption as
a reaction of which the rate was retarded to zero by the adsorption of 
reaction products.In this case,for each molecule of decalin reacted, 
ten hydrogen atoms and one molecule of naphthalene were produced,both 
of which are known to be very strongly adsorbed by charcoal*In this 
manner,for each molecule reacted,eleven available adsorption sites 
were filled.
The experimental results have shown that as a result of the
adsorption of decalin on charcoal in the temperature range 90-190*C,
naphthalene is produced .When using the cis isomer or a mixture of the 
isomers,it was shown that the reaction was not accompanied by the 
initial or simultaneous isomerisation.From this it would appear that 
the two isomers reacted to equal extents to form naphthalene.This was 
confirmed by observing the reaction of the pure trans isomer,which was 
prepared by the reaction of decalin with AlCl^(46).This material 
reacted to form the normal quantity of naphthalene.
Detailed studies have suggested that reaction occured 
during the process of adsorption.
The work as a whole is in general agreement with that of 
Greensfelder, Voge and Good,which has already been discussed.
At present little more can be said concerning the detailed 
surface reaction mechanism, except to suggest that further work might 
be directed,if possible,to determine the reason why isomerisation 
did not occur*
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(d) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
(i) U.V. SPECTROGRAPHIO ANALYSIS.
The procedure carried out for the analysis of material 
desorbed in one particular run will be briefly described as being 
typical of many others performedg-
0.047 gm* .of desorbed material was weighed out 
carefully onto a 25 mis. graduated flask of known mass,and then a 
solution was made up to the mark in spectroscopically pure cyclohexane. 
Measurements of optical density of the solution were made in 1 mm. 
quartz cells in the wavelength range 2000 to 2350 £,and between 2350 
and 3200 £ in 1 cm. cells.The absorption of the solution in terms of 
the optical density at particular wavelengths is shown in table 9.
For quantitative work it was necessary to convert the observed optical 
densities into molar extinction coefficients. As this entity contained 
a concentration term,it was necessary to determine the weight per­
centage of naphthalene in the desorbed material. Now,should this 
material be a mixture of the unchanged decalin and naphthalene, then 
by determining the refraotive indeces of synthetic mixtures of•the two 
components,the concentration of the aromatic could be found. The 
refractive index of the material under examination was I.4770 at 20*C
in sodium D light,which showed it to contain 1.90 $  by weight of
naphthalene.Once knowing the concentration of the aromatic,molar
extinction coefficients were then calculated. -
The logs of these quantities were then plotted against the wave-length 
as shown in fig.17*>where it will be seen that there was good agreement 
with the results obtained with pure naphthalene. j
Two pieces of information can be obtained from this spectral 
analysis. Firstly,it seems reasonably certain to assume that naphthalene 
was the only unsaturared compound formed.Secondly,since the method of 
calculation of the concentration of the aromatic gave rise to molar \
extinction coefficients in good agreement with those of pure naphthalene, ! 
it was certain that the refractive index of the decalin component of 
the desorbed mixture was unchanged.In this manner,it was safe to 
conclude that simultaneous isomerisation and dehydrogenation didvnot 
occur.If isomerisation had occured,then the refractive index of the 
decalin component would have been lower than the starting material,so 
that the calculated concentration of naphthalene would have been in 
error,producing molar extinction coefficients too large in magnitude.
TABLE 9>
Wavelength 
in £
Optical density Path length 
in cms •
log 8
2110 0.675 0.1 4.500
2130 0.950 0.1 4.560
2150 1.414 0.1 4.740
2200 2.280 0.1 4.950
2220 1.970 0.1 4.880
2250 0.640 0.1 4.390
2300 0.072 0.1 3.440
2350 0.365 1.0 3.150
2400 0.450 1.0 3.250
2450 0.568 1.0 3.340
2500 0.630 1.0 3.360
2550 0.760 1.0 3.460
2600 0.820 1.0 3.500
2650 1.103 1.0 3.630
2700 0.970 1.0 3.570
2750 1.177 1.0 3.660
2800 0.770 1.0 3.480
2830 0.800 1.0 3.490
2850 0.800 r l . o 3.490
2860 0.850 1.0 3.520
2880 0.720 1.0 3.440
2900 0.352 1.0 3.140
2950 0.082 1.0 2.500
3000 0.066 1.0 2.410
3090 0.034 1.0 2.120
3110 O.O65 1.0 2.400
3130 0.016 1.0 1.790
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(ii) I.R. SPECTROGRAPHIO ANALYSIS.
The results obtained from U.V. spectrographio analysis 
showed that the material desorbed other than naphthalene possessed 
a refractive index equal to that of the decalin originally adsorbed.
This could be interpreted in two ways.Either the material was unchanged 
decalin or was a mixture of substances which possessed the same 
refractive index as the starting material.To decide which was correct, 
it was necessary to resort to I.R. spectrographio analysis.For this 
purpose,it was necessary to remove the naphthalene from the desorbed 
material,as this substance has a very strong absorption in the 
infra-red regions,and as such was likely to obliterate the spectra of 
of the saturated components.The only means by which this could be 
achieved with the small quantities of material available,was to 
percolate very dilute of the desorbed material in 60-80 petroleum ether 
down columns packed with dry silica gel.By this means,the naphthalene 
was firmly retained by the column,such that material of the same 
refractive index as the starting material could be recovered on evapor­
ation of the effluent.The infra red absorption spectrum of this material 
was then obtained,which was then compared with that of pure decalin 
as shown in fig.18.Prom this work together with that carried out in 
the ultra-violet regions,it was concluded tha,t as a result of adsorption 
of decalin on charcoal in the temperature range studied,dehydrogenation 
to naphthalene occured.Further,dehydrogenation was not accompanied by 
initial or simultaneous isomerisation.
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TABLE 10.
TEMPERATURE TIME OP RESIDENCE NAPHTHALENE POEMED fo w/w
90*0 15 mins. 0.95
90*0 4 hours 0.85
90*c 45 hours 1.00
190*0 15 mins• 2.56
190*0 4 hours 2.56
190*0 45 hours 2.56
TABLE 11.
TEMPERATURE TIME OP RESIDENCE NAPHTHALENE FORMED # w/w REMARKS
90*0 4 hours 0.74
190*0 4 hours 2.14
90*0 4 hours 1.80 Charcoal
190*0 4 hours 4.60 recycled
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TABLE 12.
Quantity of 
decalin 
adsorbed/35 
gm.charcoal :
n^decalin
adsorbed
n^materiad
desorbed
Naphthalene 
formed 
$ w/w
Quantity of 
naphthalene 
formed
1.0 gm. 1.4747 1.4760 1.00 0.020 gm.
0.5 gm« 1.4747 1.4761 1.10 0.011 gm.
0.25 gm. 1.4747 1.4768 1.60 0.008 gm.
1*0 gm. 1.4747 1.4754 ; 0.50 ■ 0.010 gm.
0.25 gm. 1.4747 1.4767 i.55 0.0078 gm.
TABLE 13.
!
CHARCOAL PRETREATMENT TEMPERATURE ; TIME NAPHTHALENE FORMED <f> w/w
Untreated 90#C 4h. 0.20
HC1 90#c 4h 0.20
HCl-NaOH 90*C . 4h. 0.20
HCl-Na0H-CoHc0H 
 ^5
90 *c 4h. 0.20
HCl-Na0H-C2H50H-C6H6 90’c 4h. 0.95
TABLE 14.
MATERIAL
ADSORBED TEMPERATURE
20 decalinnD adsorbed
n20 materi®l 
D desorbed SOLVENT
(i)Decalin
containing
naphthalene
100*0 1*4800 1.4782 Ether
(ii)Material 
from (i)
100*0 1*4782 1.4782 Ether
(iii)Pure
decalin
90*C 1.4737 I.4796 Benzene
(iv)Pure
decalin
90 *C 1.4787 1.4787 Ether
(v)Pure
decalin
190*0 1.4787 '1.4786 Ether
(vi)Pure
decalin
190*c 1.4787 1.4813 Benzene
(vii)Pure
decalin
190*0 1.4787 1*4788 CC1.
4
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SECTION 7*
THE REACTION OP (+) A LIMONENE ON ALUMINIUM OXIDE,MERCURY, NICKEL,
PLATINUM,AND PALLADIUM.
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THE REACTION OF (+) d LIMONENE ON ALUMINIUM OXIDE .MERCURY, NICKEL,
PLATINUM,AND PALLADIUM.
INTRODUCTION.
The work described in sections 4 and 5 showed that as 
a result of the adsorption of limonene on charcoal and silica^-gel, 
different reaction products were evolved,under very similar experim­
ental conditions.The nature of the reaction products could not be 
correlated with the chemical nature of the particular adsorbent. 
Therefore,to throw more light on this problem,the effect of adsorption 
of the hydrocarbon on other surfaces was studied.However,the hydro­
carbon was not strongly adsorbed under the experimental conditions, 
and so was recovered unchanged in all cases.These results were 
however in the main consistent with general theoretical concepts and, 
in some cases,with related experimental work.
(a) THE REACTION OF (+) d LIMONENE ON ALUMINIUM OXIDE.
(i) Introduction.
, Although the metal oxides are known to be active in both 
the chemisorption and catalytic reactions of hydrocarbons,the evidence 
relating to reaction mechanisms is,nevertheless,very scanty.A detailed 
study of the possible reaction of limonene on aluminium oxide thus 
appeared to present a method by which a little more light could be 
thrown on the problem. ~
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(ii) Experimental.
Experiments were carried out on both soluble and insoluble 
aluminas.The porous,soluble variety used was B.D.H. chromatographic 
alumina,which possessed a possible surface area of the order 100-200 
sq.m./gm.The insoluble variety used was "Microid” polishing alumina.
The hydrocarbon was readily adsorbed up to a temperature of 110 C,using 
both the static and flow types of adsorption techniques.On raising 
the temperature of the adsorbent to about 120-130*0,the hydrocarbon 
desorbed and could be recovered unchanged.Solvent extraction of the 
adsorbent which had been maintained at the higher temperatures showed 
that a negligible quantity of material had been adsorbed.(The hydro­
carbon,which was recovered by solvent extraction in the experiments 
carried out at lower temperatures,was found to be unchanged.)The same 
result was obtained on passing the hydrocarbon through a column of 
alumina maintained at 160-170*0.
Pretreatment of the alumina with benzene did not' produce 
a more active catalyst.
(iii) Discussion.
The results suggest that limonene was physically adsorbed 
by alumina,under the experimental conditions.A similar study of the 
limonene-alumina system has recently been made by Pines,Olberg and 
Ipatieff(29)>who found that no reaction occured at 300*C,except in the 
presence of HG1 gas.
Since aluminas of high surface-area were used, in both cases,the absence 
of reaction would, not appear to be due to the lack of a sufficient 
area on which significant adsorption.could occur.However,the absence 
of reaction may not be totally unexpected,as several pieces of work(2) 
have shown that hydrocarbons are very often adsorbed very slowly onto 
alumina except at high temperatures.The reluctance of limonene to 
adsorb on to alumina (as with the other adsorbents studied in this 
section)compared with the ease of adsorption on both charcoal and 
silica-gel serve as examples of specificity of adsorption.
0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
(b) THE REACTION OF (+) d LIMONENE ON MERCURY.
(i) Introduction.
The low surface area presented by mercury in bulk did not 
permit studies to be made in the vapour phase.Experiments were therefore 
conducted in the liquid phase,a fairly reasonable area of surface being 
obtained by dispersing the metal as fine particles,down to 1 micron 
in diameter,in the hydrocarbon,by means of a colloid mill.The size 
range of the particles produced was appreciably affected by the position 
of the dispersion head(see fig.4) relative to the mercury-hydrocarbon 
interface.By allowing the dispersion head to touch the mercury surface, 
a high proportion of fine particles could be produced.Conversely,by 
lowering the dispersion head,the mercury particles could be made to 
coalesce to form a pool of metal.The process of contraction of surface 
area should lead to desorption of the hydrocarbon.These processes of 
adsorption and desorption were made to occur continuously for periods 
up to five hours,at temperatures in the range 80-90*C.At one hour 
intervals,small quantities of the hydrocarbon were withdrawn from the 
reaction vessel and examined.In all cases the hydrocarbon was recovered 
unchanged.
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(ii) Discussion.
Although the surface area available for adsorption was 
considerably lower than that presented by either charcoal or silica^-gel, 
it appeared reasonable to assume that if mercury had been active in 
catalysing reactions of the type studied,then under the experimental 
conditions,these would have been detected.The fact that reaction was 
not detected implied that the hydrocarbon was not ohemisorbed.This is 
in agreement with the work of Kemball (47)?who showed that*a clean 
mercury surface was relatively inert in chemisorption.From measurements 
of heats of adsorption,it was shown that ketones,alcohols and hydro­
carbons were only physically adsorbed.As the electronic structure 
of mercury would appear to facilitate the formation of covalent bonds 
between the adsorbed molecules and the surfacefthe reason for the 
absence of chemisorption was difficult to understand •However, should 
the chemisorption of organic molecules on mercury require a fairly 
high activation energy,then at the temperatures maintained in the 
experiments on this surface,they may not have possessed sufficient 
energy to surmount thef,activation barrier’.'
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(c) THE REACTION OF (+) d LIMONENE ON NICKEL.
(i) Introduction.
The practical importance of nickel as a catalyst for the 
purpose of hydrogenation of unsaturated compounds has resulted in an | 
intensive study of the nature of the reaction mechanisms involvedfit
H
would he true to say that reactions on this surface have been studied jp
|i|
more closely than those on any other.Reactions involving dehydrogenation || 
and iso topic exchange have also been investigated. Various forms of 
the metal have been used in such work,which includes the work on 
filaments,foils,films evaporated in vacuo,and also on the finely-divided j 
metal deposited on inert supports.
i'
;1:
The present experiments were carried out on a nickel 1
catalyst supported on finely-ground pumice.Preliminary experiments |
showed that the support did not exhibit any catalytic properties under I 
the reaction conditions,in agreement with the work of Pines,Olberg and i 
Ipatieff (29)jWho found no reaction on pumice at 300*C.0n the supported 5
metal catalyst,limonene was readily adsorbed up to a temperature of I
I
about 100*0.After allowing the hydrocarbon to remain on the surface for i 
16 hours at 100*C,the limonene was recovered by solvent extraction 
unchanged.At temperatures above 120*C adsorption occured to a negligible j 
extent. j
Treatment of the adsorbent with benzene before use,did |
not produce a more active catalyst.
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(ii) Discussion.
The fact that reaction did not occur on nickel up to a 
temperature of 170*0 was consistent with the work of Budakov(28),who 
found that the minimum temperature at which reaction occured to give 
a mixture of p.cymene and p.menthane was 280*C.Now,it was stated in 
sections 4 a*id 59that under the present experimental conditions the 
minimum temperature for reaction might he considerably lower than that 
found by Budakov.However,as strong adsorption on nickel did not occur 
in the temperature range studied, then both pieces of work would suggest 
that the activation energy of reaction was quite high.
ooooOoooo
(d) THE REACTION OF (+) d LIMONENE ON PALLADIUM.
(i) Introduction.
The low surface area, presented by palladised asbestos,did 
not permit experiments to be carried out by the customary static 
adsorption technique.Instead,the continuous flow type method was used. 
The hydrocarbon which was recovered after passing through the column 
of catalyst,maintained at 150*0,was found to be unchanged.Several 
experiments were performed in the liquid phase at 135*0,by heating 
the hydrocarbon with the dry catalyst in a sealed tube under nitrogen. 
Under these conditions,reaction was found to occurfthis was indicated 
by a decrease in both the refractive index and the optical rotation 
of the recovered material.The rate of reaction,however,was rather 
slow,which can be seen by the fact that only a 15$ loss of optical 
activity occured in an hour and a half.
(ii) Discussion.
The observed loss of optical activity,together v/ith the 
corresponding decrease in refractive index of the recovered material, 
were consistent with the formation of a mixture of p.cymene and 
p.menthane,which was observed by Rudakov(28) at 130*C.As there appeared 
to be agreement between the tv/o pieces of work, it seemed unnecessary 
to study the reaction any further.
ooooOoooo
(e) THE REACTION OF (+) d LIMONENE ON PLATINUM.
(i) Introduction.
On passing limonene through a column packed with platinised 
asbestos,maintained at 140*C,no reaction was found to occur.Experiments 
were also carried out in the liquid phase,using the method described 
in the work on palladium.Here,only a very slight reaction occured 
(only a 1$ loss in optical activity was observed after the hydrocarbon 
had been in contact with the catalyst for one and a half hours at 
temperatures of 135*C-155*C).The same catalyst to hydrocarbon ratio, 
which was as large as possible,was used as in the experiments with 
palladium.
(ii) Discussion.
At present,no satisfactory explanation can be given for 
the relative inactivity of platinum as a catalyst,under the same exper­
imental conditions which were conducive to reaction on palladium.The 
result is not in accord with the work of Linstead,Michaelis and Thomas 
(30) ,who found that reaction occured in the temperature range 140*C- 
180*0 on platinised charcoal,to produce a mixture od p.cymene and 
p.menthane.However,an explanation in the difference in the experimental 
results might be made on the basis,that the support used in the latter 
case was known to catalyse the same- reaction at higher temperatures. 
Thus,it might be reasonable to suggest that reaction would occur more 
readily on platinised charcoal than on platinum alone.
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The fact that reaction did not occur in the vapour-phase 
experiments might he explained on the basis of the possibility of 
inefficient packing of the column with a fibrous adsorbent of 
"open structure”5this would allow a considerable proportion of the 
hydrocarbon to pass through without coming in to contact with the 
catalyst surface.
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THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON SILICA GEL,ALUMINIUM OSIPS, 
MERCURY9NICKEL9PLATINUM AND PALLADIUM.
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THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON SILICA GEL,ALUMINIUM OXIDE, 
MERCURY,NICKEL, PLATINUM AND PALLADIUM.
INTRODUCTION.
Studies were made of the effects of adsorption of decahydro- 
naphthalene on a number of different surfaces,with the aim of correlating 
the chemical nature of the adsorbent with either the rate,or extent, 
of isomerisation,or alteratively with the nature and rate of formation 
of reaction products.The work described in sections 4*5 and 6,appeared 
to justify the study of the effect of adsorption of decalin on silica^ - 
gel,aluminium oxide and nickel,even though no reaction on these 
surfaces had been observed previously by other workers.However,under 
the experimental conditions used in the present studies,only physical 
adsorption was found to occur,and neither reaction nor isomerisation 
took place.Although the hydrocarbon was in all cases recovered unchanged 
after adsorption,these facts served to verify,under different exper­
imental conditions,the observations of other workers,and as such were 
of some value.
(a) THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON SILICA GEL.
The hydrocarbon was readily adsorbed at temperatures up 
to about 110*C,and was subsequently recovered by solvent extraction 
unchanged after a period of residence of 16 hours.Above 130*C,the 
hydrocarbon was adsorbed to a negligible extent.
On raising the temperature of the adsorbent carrying adsorbed decalin 
from 110*C,the hydrocarbon quickly desorbed and was recovered 
unchanged.These facts indicated that decalin was physically adsorbed 
under the experimental conditions.Decalin was also recovered unchanged, 
on passing the hydrocarbon through a tube packed with silica gel, 
maintained at a temperature of about 170*0 .
The work was in agreement with that described by Blue and 
Engle (47),who found that neither reaction nor isomerisation occured 
on silica gel at 475*0.
Treatment of the gel with benzene before use did not 
promote reaction to occur.
(b) THE REACTION OP DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON ALUMINIUM OXIDE.
Physical adsorption of the hydrocarbon was.found to occur 
on alumina at temperatures up to about 110*0.Neither reaction nor 
isomerisation occured on passing the hydrocarbon through a column 
packed with alumina,maintained at about 170*0 .
This result was /in agreement with the work of Blue and 
Engle (47),who found that neither of the decalin isomers underwent 
reaction or isomerisation on alumina at 475*0.
Treatment of the adsorbent with benzene before use did 
not promote reaction to occur.
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(°) THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON MERCURY.
For the reasons stated in section 7>experiments were carried 
out on mercury in the liquid phase.The adsorption-desorption process 
which has been described previously was performed continuously over 
a period of 5 hours,at a temperature of about 80 to 90*C.The hydrocarbon 
which was recovered after this treatment was found to be unchanged.
Although it was desirable to carry out experiments at 
higher temperatures,and to employ greater surface areas on which 
adsorption could occur,it was not possible to see how this could be 
achieved in practice.
(d) THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON NICKEL.
Experiments were carried out on a nickel catalyst supported 
on silica gel.In the preparation of this catalyst,a very dilute 
solution of a nickel salt was used(see section 2a.),so that a very 
light deposit of the metal was obtained on reduction.This was done to 
preserve the porous structure of the support,so that a high surface 
area of metal was presented for adsorption of the hydrocarbon.This 
process occured readily up to a temperature of about 110*C.After 16 
hours residence at this temperature,the hydrocarbon was recovered by 
solvent extraction unohanged.Above 140*C the hydrocarbon was adsorbed 
to a negligible extent.It was concluded that only physical adsorption 
took place at the lower temperatures.
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No reaction could be induced to occur at higher temperatures 
by passing the hydrocarbon through a column packed with the catalyst 
which was maintained at about 170*C.
Experiments were also conducted in the liquid phase 
(in the range 130 to 270*C),by heating the hydrocarbon with Raney 
nickel in sealed tubes under nitrogen for periods up to 24 hours.The 
hydrocarbon which was recovered after this treatment was in all cases 
unchanged*
The absence of reaction or isomerisation of decalin on 
nickel in the temperature range studied was in accordance with the work 
of Jauregg (48),who found that no reaction occured on a nickel catalyst 
(supported on Clarit-Spezial) at 185*C.
(e) THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON PLATINUM.
Experiments were carried out by passing decalin vapour 
over jfo  platinised asbestos,which was packed into a tube and maintained 
at temperatures in the range 120 to l80*C.The hydrocarbon,which was
1
drawn through at a pressure of about 0.01 mms Hg,was in all cases 
recovered unchanged* .
Liquid phase experiments were carried out in sealed tubes 
under nitrogen in the temperature range 130 to 270*C,using periods of 
heating up to 24 hours.Once again,neither reaction nor isomerisation 
occured.
A comparison with other work could not be made,except 
perhaps with that of Balandin (48),who observed that decalin reacted 
on osmium at 228 to 277*C to form naphthalene and hydrogen.The lack 
of detailed results makes the explanation of the difference in catalytic 
of the two metals a matter of conjecture.Generally speaking however, 
it would appear that as the electronic structure of the two metals are 
very similar,then major differences in catalytic activity are due to 
differences in surface geometry.Thus for example,the metals belong 
to different crystallographic systems,in that platinum has a face 
centred cubic lattice and osmium a close-packed hexagonal lattice*
(f) THE REACTION OF DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE ON PALLADIUM.
Experiments involving the use of palladised asbestos 
were carried out under precisely the same conditions as those described 
in the work on platinum.In this case also,neither reaction nor 
isomerisation was found to occur*
DISCUSSION.
The experimental results obtained in this section.showed 
that no reaction or isomerisation occured when decalin was adsorbed 
on any of the six types of surface studied.In three cases this was 
confirmed by other work carried out at higher temperatures,as is 
shown in table 15?which is a summary of all studies made up to the 
present time.It will be seen that the number of successful catalysed 
reactions accomplished are in the minority,despite the fact that in 
several of the unsuccessful attempts,high residence temperatures were 
maintained•A tentative explanation of this variation in catalytic 
activity can be made in terms of the chemical nature of each particular 
adsorbent.
Silica-alumina and silica-alumina-zirconia catalysts are 
known to be highly acidic in nature,and from this point of view 
Greensfelder,Voge and Good (14) have proposed a carbonium ion mechanism 
for reactions involving saturated hydrocarbons.To initiate the reaction, 
a little thermal cracking is necessary,then by the subsequent addition 
of a proton from the catalyst,a highly reactive carbonium ion is 
produced.This would then react chainwise by means of a hydride-ion 
mechanism proposed by Bartlett (49).The nature of the initiation 
process would explain the fact that decalin did not react on these 
surfaces at lower temperatures,Thus it would be true to say that 
reactions which proceed on acid catalysts cannot be treated in the same 
manner as the more conventional type of catalyst on which reaction 
proceeds by way of chemisorption.
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Greensfelder,Voge and Good in their theory also include aluminium 
chloride as an acid type catalyst,and as such this perhaps explains 
to some extent the observed isomerisation (46) on this substance.
Since charcoal,alumina,silica and metals do not possess 
highly acidic properties,then it is probably true to say that most of 
the reactions which are catalysed by these substances occur as a result 
of the chemisorption of one or more reactants.In the case of reactions 
involving saturated hydrocarbons,the bonds between the adsorbent and 
adsorbate are most likely to be covalent in nature.It follows,therefore, 
that for each hydrocarbon molecule which is chemisorbed,at least one 
electron must be donated by the surface.Thus,in a qualitative manner 
it is true to say that the ease with which a given reaction occurs on 
the surfaces of different substances is roughly proportional to the 
respective ease of electron donation,provided that no effects of 
surface geometry on adsorption occur.Practical confirmation of this 
has been obtained for certain reactions (50)(51)(52),by reducing the 
d band vacencies in palladium and nickel catalysts by alloying with 
gold and copper respectively .Under these conditions there is only a 
very slight change in lattice spacing with change of compositions
Now considering alumina,it has been stated by Mott and 
Gurney (53) that the atoms are linked by covalent bonds which possess
v
some ionic character.The electronic structure of aluminium is 
1S^2S^2P^3S^3P1 and that of oxygen IS*12 2 P^,from which it can be seen 
that in either of the hypothetical ionic or covalent structures,octets 
are completed.
Thus only electrons from completed octets are available to participate 
in processes of chemisorption.The reluctance for reaction of hydro­
carbons on alumina can thus be understood.
A similar argument can be put forward to explain the absence
of reaction on silica,in which discrete silicon and oxygen atoms occur.
2 2 6
These both possess the electronic structure IS 2S 2P ,and thus for 
covalent bond formation to occur between a decalin molecule and the 
silica surface,it would be necessary for an electron to be donated 
from a completed octet.
Since carbon and most metals possess uncompleted electronic 
shells,it is to be expected that these substances would be quite active 
heterogeneous catalysts.This is in fact found to be true,especially 
with the transition metals which have unfilled d orbitals.Thus,the 
observed reaction of decalin on charcoal and osmium can be readily 
understood.Unfortunately,there does not appear to be a simple explan­
ation for the absence of reaction on nickel,platinum and palladium.
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TABLE 15>
Surface Temperature Products Isomerisation Reference
charcoal 500 *C naphthalene (14)
+
hydrogen
charcoal 90-190*0 naphthalene none present work
Si02 475*0 no reaction none (47)
silica gel 90-190f0 no reaction none present work
alumina 90-170*0 no reaction none present work
alumina 475 fc no reaction none (47)
SiO^-Al^O^ 475*0 complex
mixture
extensive (47)
Si02-Al20^
-Zr02
400-500*0 complex
mixture
extensive (14)
nickel 185*0 no reaction (54)
nickel 90-270*0 no reaction none present work
osmium 228-277*c naphthalene
+
hydrogen
(48)
platinum 90-270*0 no reaction none present work
palladium 90-270*0 no reaction none present work
mercury 8 0 -9 0 " 0 no reaction none present work
A1C13 120*0 complex
mixture
complete (46)
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THE REACTION OF 3-MBTHYL-HEXANE AND 2-FHENYL-BUTANE WITH EITHER 
DEUTERIUM OR DEUTERIUM OXIDE ON. CHARCOAL
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THE REACTION OF 3-METHYL-HEXANE AND 2-PHENYL-BUTANE WITH EITHER
DEUTERIUM OR DEUTERIUM OXIDE ON CHARCOAL.
(a) INTRODUCTION.
Before the discovery of deuterium and its application as 
a tracer element,little progress was made in elucidating the; mechanism 
of heterogeneously catalysed reactions involving organic compounds. 
Previously,studies were confined to the heats,specificity and irrevers­
ibility of chemisorption and the nature of reaction products.All the 
facts so obtained indicated that during the process of chemisorption, 
chemical bonds were formed between the adsorbed molecules and the 
surface.This implied that in most oases molecules were disrupted 
during adsorption.However,this could only be demonstrated directly in 
a few simple cases,such as the production of atomic hydrogen on desorb­
ing the chemisorbed element from tungsten (5).Using deuterium as a 
tracer,the fission of bonds to hydrogen atoms in heterogeneously 
catalysed reactions can be shown directly.Thus for example,CH^ and D^
and also CH. and CD. exchange on nickel at 140*C (55)*This directly
*
demonstrated the rupture of carbon to. hydrogen bonds.
The work described in section 3 showed that both optically 
active 3-methy 1-hexane and 2-pheny 1-butane racemised as a result of 
adsorption on charcoal in the temperature range 90 to 190*C.This was 
thought to be due to the rupture of the bond between the active carbon 
centre and the tertiary hydrogen atom.
Now,if in fact this carbon-hydrogen bond did undergo fission,then 
during the resulting reformation of the molecule on desorption,it should 
be possible to induce exchange of the hydrogen with deuterium. However, 
before experiments of this nature could be conducted,it was necessary 
to decide whether or not deuterium or deuterium oxide was likely to 
participate in exchange reactions on charcoal under the experimental 
conditions.This could not be established with certainty as very few 
exchange reactions have been studied on charcoal.Now,the work of 
Burstein (56) showed that a rapid exchange occured between hydrogen and 
deuterium on charcoal in the temperature range 90 to 500*K.This implied 
that deuterium might ■undergo exchange with hydrogen in the hydrocarbons 
on charcoal in the temperature range of the present studies.This type 
of argument could not be put forward in the case of deuterium oxide, 
as exchange reactions on charcoal had never been studied using this 
compound.However,Smith,Pierce and Joel (57) have studied the adsorption 
of water on charcoal in the temperature range 25 to 200 *C and have 
concluded that the molecules were.split up into hydrogen atoms and 
hydroxyl radicals .From this work it seemed that as deuterium oxide was 
likely to undergo a similar reaction under the present experimental 
conditions,then exchange with the hydrocarbon was also likely to occur.
Exchange reactions were carried out under the same experim­
ental conditions which produced extensive racemisation of the hydrocar- 
bons,as described in section 3 *In this manner it was found that both 
3-methy1-hexane and 2-pheny1-butane exchanged with either deuterium or 
deuterium oxide.
Ob) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
Studies of the exchange reactions between dl 2-pheny1-butane 
and either deuterium or deuterium oxide on charcoal were conducted 
under the experimental conditions of 5 hours time of residence on the 
surface at 190*C.Under these conditions,Davies and Elton (8) observed 
a 47$ racemisation of the optically active hydrocarbon.The experimental 
results are shown in table 16,where the extent of exchange is expressed
in terms of atom percent of the total hydrogen content of the molecule. |
■ . . .  |
If these reactions were restricted to exchange at the 
tertiary hydrogen atom only,then complete exchange would correspond to 
one atom of hydrogen in fourteen being replaced. This would therefore 
correspond to a deuterium content of 7«1 atom $• -N o w*under the 
experimental conditions of approximately 50$ racemisation of the active 
hydrocarbon would be expected to occur.The maximum extent of exchange 
under these conditions would therefore be probably of the order 3.6 [
atom $.Now under optimum exchange conditions there would be an equal I
chance of a hydrogen or deuterium atom entering the.molecule,prior to j
desorption.This reduces the maximum extent of exchange to a value of !
the order 1.8 atom $.The quantities of hydrocarbon used were of the 
order three times that of the amount of the other reactant,so that only !
one hydrocarbon molecule in every three is likely to exchange.This 
reduces the maximum extent of exchange to about 0.6 atom $,which is of 
the order of the extent of exchange which was determined experimentally.
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Studies of the exchange reactions between d]L 3-methy1-hexane 
and either deuterium or deuterium oxide on charcoal were conducted 
under the experimental conditions of 20 hours time of residence on the 
surface at either 100 or 190*C.From the work described in section 3? 
it follows that a 50$ racemisation of the optically active hydrocarbon 
would oqcur under these conditions in the absence of deuterium or
\
deuterium oxide.The experimental results are shown in table 16.By means 
of the simple calculations already described for the work on 2-pheny1- 
butane9it may be shown that the order of the extents of exchange 
observed with 3-methy1-hexane are consistent with the concept of exchange 
occuring solely at the tertiary hydrogen atom.
The results shown in table 16 suggest that under similar 
experimental conditions a greater extent of exchange occurs between 
deuterium oxide and the hydrocarbons than with deuterium.The results 
suggest that with either deuterium or deuterium oxide there is an 
increase in the extent of exchange with temperature.
TABLE 16.
Reactants Time of 
adsorption
Temp.of 
adsorption
Extent of 
exchange
i  Racemisation
2-pbeny^Lbutan©
+
5 hours 190’C 1.0 atom$ 47#
d20 5 hours 190*C. 0*25 atom$ M i
5 hours 190*0 0*35 atom$ Alio
2-pheny lbutane 
+
5 hours 190*0 0.24 atom^ AH
, B2 5 hours 190*c 0«26 atom$ Aiio
3-methylhexane
+
20 hours 190*0 O.46 atom$ 50#
D2° 20 hours 100*0 0.22 atom^ zy/o
3-methylhexane 20 hours 190*0 0.21 atom$ 50#
20 hours 100*0 0.16 atoo^ b 25 i
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(°) DISOJSSION.
The work described, in this section has shown,as expected 
from theoretical considerations,that both 3-methy1-hexane and
2-phenyl-butane undergo isotopic exchange with either deuterium or 
deuterium oxide on charcoal.However,the field of work could not be 
completed due to the limited use of a mass spectrometer,and in 
consequence of this the precise location at which exchange occured 
could not be established with certainty.The fact that racemisation 
of the optically active hydrocarbons occured under very similar 
experimental conditions suggested that at least some if not all the 
exchange occured at the tertiary hydrogen atom.The numerical order 
of the extent of exchange has been shown to be consistent with this 
assumption.An increase in the extent of exchange with temperature of 
residence was similarly consistent with the effect of the increase 
in the degree of racemisation*
At present no satisfactory reason can be given to explain 
the apparently greater extent of exchange between the hydrocarbons 
and deuterium oxide than with deuterium*
Future work designed to locate the position at which 
exchange occured could most readily be accomplished by making a series 
of deuterium analyses on the hydrocarbons in which certain groups were 
substituted for others which were known to contain no deuterium.
Thus for example,the tertiary hydrogen atom in 2-pheny 1-butane and
3-methyl hexane can be readily substituted for a bromine atom by reaction 
with n-bromosuccinimide«Should the previously exchanged hydrocarbons 
contain no deuterium after this treatment, then it would follow that 
exchange had occured solely at the tertiary hydrogen atom*If the 
material still contained deuterium,then with the aromatic hydrocarbon 
reaction with potassium permanganate could be made to produce benzoic 
acid.Should this contain deuterium,then exchange must have occured 
in the benzene ring.It would therefore appear that by a series of such 
reactions,the exact location at which exchange occured could be 
determined.
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SECTION 10o
THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION Off- CIS AND TRANS DECAHYDRQNAPHTH ALENE
ON SILICA GEL.
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THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OF CIS AND TRANS DECAHYDRONAPHTHA.LENE
ON SILICA GEL,
(a) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. .
In the course of the investigations made on the dehydrog­
enation of decahydronaphthalene on charcoal described in section 6, 
it was found necessary to remove the naphthalene which was formed 
from the ■unchanged starting material,which was in most cases an 
approximately equal mixture of the two isomers.The separation was 
achieved by percolating a petroleum ether solution of the mixture down 
columns of silica gel.Under these conditions the aromatic was securely 
retained on the column.Now the refractive index of the material which 
was recovered after four or more passes was found to-have decreased to 
a value below that of the starting material.Since this material was 
subsequently shown to be pure decahydronaphthalene by its I.E. absorption 
spectrum,it followed that either isomerisation occured on charcoal,or 
that a chromatographic separation of the isomers had been achieved.
The fact that the latter had taken place was confirmed by observing 
very similar effects on subjecting a spectroscopically pure mixture 
of the two isomers to the same treatment.
These preliminary studies thus provide a basis for a new 
experimental approach to the separation of the decalin isomers.Only 
one other similar type of separation has been reported up to the present 
time.This is the separation of the isomeric stilbenes and their 
derivatives on alumina,as described by Zechmeister and McNeely (58).
In a similar manner,several optical resolutions have been achieved.
The most noteworthy of these was the- partial resolution of optically 
active chromium and cobalt complexes on L-rotary quartz,as described 
by Schweitzer and Talbott (59)*
(b) EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS.
A spectroscopically pure mixture of the isomers was 
separated on a column of dimensions 2 by. 40 cms.,packed with dry,finely 
crushed silica gel.The packing of the column was carefully conducted in 
the dry state to obtain a fairly uniform packing of the particles and 
to exclude air pockets*1 to 1.5 gm« of the mixture was dissolved in 
about 100 mis. of redistilled Analar 60-80*C boiling point petroleum 
ether,which was then slowly drawn through the column under vacuum.
The column was subsequently developed with a further 150 mis. of the 
solvent.On greatly exceeding the quantity of developer,the original 
mixture of isomers could be obtained .As the solvent was very volatile 
under the experimental conditions,only a volume of about 50 mis. of 
eluate was collected.This material was diluted with a further 50 mis. 
of solvent and the experimental procedure was repeated a further three 
times.The eluate recovered after four passes was evaporated free of 
solvent and distilled.The material recovered after such experiments 
possessed refractive indices at 20°C in sodium D light in the range 
1.4725 to 1.4755«Since the refractive of the original mixture was 1.47475 
this showed that the most efficient separation had enriched the 
corresponding eluate by Z o f °  of the trans isomer.
GENERAL CONCLUSION.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION.
The development of the theories of the mechanisms of organic 
chemical reactions have in the past been greatly facilitated by the 
simultaneous study of the kinetics and stereochemistry of the reactions 
of optically active compounds .Up to the present time,little application 
of similar studies has been made of heterogeneously catalysed reactions. 
The work described in this Thesis has formed a part of the first 
systematic studies ever to be made in this field.Under these circum­
stances, in order to open up the field of work, it was thought more 
profitable to make preliminary studies of a variety of different 
reactions,rather than to investigate a lesser number of reactions in 
great detail.Therefore,a study was made of the effect of adsorption 
of several hydrocarbons on a number of different surfaces §reactions 
such as isomerisation,dehydrogenation,dimerisation and polymerisation 
were observed.The nature of these surface catalysed reactions has 
provided further direct experimental evidence in support of the general 
scheme of the reactions of hydrocarbons on surfaces as proposed by 
Parkas (6).
In studying quite a large number of hydrocarbon-solid- 
.surface systems,several new pieces of work were completed,but in 
addition to this several results obtained by other workers have been 
verified,and in some other cases reaction was observed under conditions 
where no reaction had been observed before.
In this manner,some information has been added to the general picture 
of the reactions undergone by hydrocarbons on solid surfaces.Thus,the 
manner in which both decalin and limonene react under certain exper­
imental conditions is now more fully known.Similarly,the previous 
knowledge of the isomerisation of 3-methy 1-hexane on two surfaces has 
now been extended to a third surface.In most cases,tentative explanations [j
have been put forward in this Thesis,to account for the variations in ;[!
the nature of reactions of certain hydrocarbons on the various surfaces.
The results obtained from the kinetic studies of the effect 
of the time of adsorption on the extents of reaction were found to be 
generally consistent with the operation of a Rideal-tvpe reaction 
mechanism,rather than a reaction based on dissociative adsorption as j
proposed by Parkas.
Prom the studies of the effect of temperature on the rates 
of the various reactions,the overall activation energies have been 
calculated.These are found to be all of a similar order of magnitude.
The exact numerical significance of the values can not be interpreted ;j 
with certainty,but the activation energy could be connected with the 
energy required for the fission of a tertiary hydrogen to carbon bond, 
as this could occur in every reaction.If this is the correct interpret­
ation, then the work is in accord, with the theories put forward by 
Kossiakov and Rice (9),who suggest that a tertiary hydrogen to carbon 
bond is that which is most likely to undergo fission during the process 
of chemisorption of hydrocarbons on surfaces.
The effect of the extent of surface coverage on the extent 
of dehydrogenation of decalin on charcoal provides further evidence to 
suppobt the theory of the existence of active centres on solid surfaces.
The work as a whole has added some extra knowledge to the 
understanding of the mechanisms of surface chemical reactions,the 
details of which are at present rather controversial.The preliminary 
results obtained from this new field of work are encouraging,and suggest 
that further work along similar lines,especially using isotopic tracer 
techniques would be profitable•
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APPENDIX.
THE CALCULATION OF THE EXTENT'OF SURFACE COVERAGE.
It was determined experimentally that a maximum amount of 
about 1 gnu of hydrocarbon could be strongly adsorbed by 35 gms. of 
charcoal.The charcoal used on these experiments possessed a surface 
area of the order 1000 sq.m./gm.By means of the following calculation 
there was obtained some idea of the proportion of the available surface 
area which was active in chemi or strong van der Vaals adsorption .The 
basis of this simple calculation is to consider the hydrocarbon molec­
ules as spheres?which are packed on the surface in the form of m mono­
layer .The following example is worked out for the case of the hydro­
carbon 2-pheny1-butane»-
Molecular weight = 134 Density = 0.8634
Molar volume a Molecular weight = 155*2 mis.
Density
Volume of 1 gm. = 155*2 = 1.16 mis.
134*0
23Now 1 gm.mole contains 6x10 molecules.
"  “23 211 gm. contains 6x10 molecules = 4 .48x10
134
21
1.16 mis. contain 4 .48x10 molecules
, ■ - ' —21
Volume of one molecule = 1.16 = 0.259^10 ml.
4 .48x10
Now if the molecule be treated as a sphere,the volume is represented
•j — 21 * — 8
by 4rrr = 0.259x10"" ml..’.Radius of a molecule = 4xl0~ cm.
3
2
The surface area occupied by 1 molecule is effectively 7tr
From this it follows that the surface area occupied by 1 gm, of
7hydrocarbon = 2*34x10 sq.cms.Now the total surface area;: of the charcoal
7 nused was about 1x10 sq*cms*/gm*Since 35 gms* of charcoal were necessary
for the adsorption of 1 gm* of the hydrocarbon,it follows that the
extent of surface coverage was of the order 0.07 of a monolayer.
' ' 1
• * 11 
■ '. ■ ■ ■ ■- i .is
The low value of the- maximum extent of surface coverage
'■f
can be explained as probably being due to two controlling factors .The
i:] ]
first,which in the case of charcoal is often quite serious,is the |
cleanliness of the surface.The second limiting factor might be based 
on the supposition that the fine porous structure of charcoal made j
inaccessible certain areas of the surface for the adsorption of |S
relatively large hydrocarbon molecules.Dubinin (60) has stated that the
average radius of micro pores which provide most of the surface area*.
■ —  Q  ' ' ; i
exhibited by charcoal are of the order 10 cm.,which are thus comparable
with the radii of the hydrocarbon molecules which were adsorbed.lt |
would therefore appear that most of the, surface area of charcoal should j 
be accessible to 2-pheny1-butane molecules.Some confirmation of this 
conclusion can be obtained from the work of Chaplin (61),who found that j 
about 75$ of the total surface area of charcoal which had been deter­
mined by the nitrogen adsorption method,was available for the adsorption j 
-cf benzene moiecules.lt was concluded that the low value of the extent 
of surface which was active in strong adsorption was probably brought 
about by the presence of surface contaminents,and to a lesser extent 
by surface geometry effects.
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GLOSSARY OF SPECTRAL TERMS.
Wavelength Termsg-
o —8(a) 1 Angstrom unit,represented by A = 10~\ cm*
(b) 1 micron,represented byyu. = 10*”^  cm*
—7(c) 1 millimicron,represented by my^- 10 cm*
■ t
Intensity Termss- <
'
■
Let I represent the intensity of incident radiation, ,
I I I
and I represent the intensity of that transmitted*
Then the $ transmission T = I x 100 j
T :!O
Now Lamberts law states that each successive layer of a medium absorbs
an equal fraction of the radiation which passes through,provided that
the quality of the radiation remains unchanged.
This statement can be expressed mathematicallys-
clXI = I e where a is a constant for the i o j
medium,and 1 the path length.
From this it follows that the variation of $ transmission with path j 
length does not vary in a linear manner,and as such,the use of this I 
term is becoming rather restricted.
The optical density A  of a medium is defined as log^ ^  !
T a 1 1 >
Now T = j  x 100 = 100e~ .*. log1Q ^  ~ (al.log^e + 2) |
o
Thus the optical density varies directly with the path length,and as 
such is used extensively*
Although optical density measurements are made extensively In the work 
on pure liquids,they are not often used as such when working with 
solutions.In such cases,use is made of the specific extinction 
coefficient,which contains a, concentration term.The term is represented 
by the symbol K and is defined?- .
A  1!
K = yo where c = concentration in gms./litre* j|
'L
The molar extinction coefficient 8 which is used very extensively is j ;
11
defineds-
8 s yQM where M is the molecular weight*
ooooOoo'oo 1
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SPECIMEN CALCULATION USED IN U.V.- SPECTBOGBAPHIC ANALYSIS.
The two criterea employed for the identification of a. 
compound by ultra-violet absorption spectroscopy,are that absorption 
must occur at correct wave-lengths,at the correct intensity.The inten­
sity terms most often used are 8 and log 8.The following may be taken 
as an example of the procedure followed for identification purposes 
in the work described in section 6.
EXAMPLE j- To determine whether or not naphthalene was present in
decahydronaphthalene•
As naphthalene has a very strong absorption spectrum,it 
was necessary to make up dilute solutions in spectroscopically pure 
cyclohexane.At these concentrations,the absorption due to deoshydro- 
naphthalene could be neglected.
The mixture possessed a refractive index of 1.4770 at 20*C 
in sodium D light,which implied that the mixture contained 1.9 fo w/w 
of the aromatic.
0.0437 gm* of the mixture was made up to 25 mis. of solution
in cyclohexane.Measurements were made in 1 mm. cells in the wave-length
range 2000-2350 2,and in 1 cm. cells between 2350-3200 2.Comparing 
log 8 of the mixture with that of the naphthalene standard spectrum 
at two different wave-lengths will serve as examples of the procedure 
which in practice must be carried out over the entire range.
At 2200 2 the measured optical density was 2.28,and at 
3110 2 it was 0.065*
Now the molar extinction coefficient * ~  M1c
. •. 8 at 2200 £ = y—  1280 • Ixc
The original mixture contained 1*9 $ w/w of naphthalene 
• c « x 0*0437 2: 40 gms./ litre.
.*. 8 * 87,872 log 6 * 4*950 at 2200 2.
Standard spectrum log 8 = 4*980 at 2200 2.
A similar calculation is made to determine log 8 at 3110 2,but in this 
case the path length used in the calculation is 1.0 cm. instead of 
0*1 cm. g-
log 8 at 3110 2 * 2.40 Standard spectrum log 8 * 2*39 at 3110 2 .
When such good results were obtained over the entire wave­
length range,it was taken that naphthalene was present in the mixture, 
at the concentration indicated by the refractive index.
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